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Introduction: 

Where Is the Place One Calls Home? 

 

In 2016 I moved to Chicago from São Paulo, Brazil, to start my Ph.D. degree at the 

University of Chicago. Later that same year, Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras (SEP) won 

the Brasileiro-16 (Brazilian Football nationals), a title that I last saw my team win when I 

was nine years old— a title that I cherished in the company of my father. Now I would 

cherish it alone in my apartment’s living room hearing the screaming and chanting of my 

fellow supporters through the TV speakers. Somehow, I wasn’t connected to those 

sounds anymore. That energy could not be faithfully transmitted through a “soundscape” 

that crosses the original physical space through radio and television. I remember that 

tears came to my eyes as I watched, but I could not tell if they were of joy or sadness. 

One year later, I returned to São Paulo for some days. It was Copa Libertadores 

da America season and SEP was playing against Barcelona de Guayaquil (ECU); we lost 

that game, but that matters little. Arriving in Brazil a few days prior to the match, I was 

experiencing that sense of displacement that is commonly known among expatriates as 

“reverse culture shock.” That feeling, however, started to change as soon as I stepped into 

the surroundings of the stadium. I was taken by the familiar smell of street food, people 

dressed in green passing all around me, and the sounds of voices and percussion 

instruments getting louder and louder as I approached the main entrance. I got in line to 

enter and my chest started to feel uplifted; I started chanting whatever people around me 

were chanting. Suddenly, my eyes felt moist and as I looked up at the aluminum structure 

and farther up to the night sky the words the came to mind were: your son has returned 

home. I believe the best way to describe the feeling of these words is by applying the 

concept of “cultural intimacy” developed by anthropologist Michael Herzfeld, where he 

defines it as: “the recognition of those aspects of a cultural identity that are considered a 

source of external embarrassment but that nevertheless provide insiders with their 

assurance of common sociality” (2004, 3). 

Besides my father and a couple of friends who were with me, I didn’t know the 

people around me with whom I was chanting and I certainly didn’t spend much time in 
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this space, so why then did these words come to mind? Why, in that particular social and 

physical situation, did I feel instantly reconnected with my place of origin?  

In a football match,1 rooting together with thousands is, for me, one of the most 

spiritual experiences a person can have in their life. One does indeed feel as “a drop in 

the ocean” within that infinite sonic body mass. The players, of course, do not know who 

I am, the institution leaders do not know who I am, the person sitting beside me does not 

know who I am, but nonetheless I feel connected to everything and everyone. The only 

way to make oneself visible is through one’s voice. In the midst of screaming and 

chanting one’s sonic presence is acknowledged, it swells to the voice of tens of 

thousands; one truly becomes the sound of unity in a soundscape that has one purpose, to 

be heard— to be as loud as possible. Silence is not something that coexists well with this 

sonic world. As sociologist Rodrigo Fonseca Fernandes points: “to these fans, the simple 

fact of liking a team is not enough. To them it is necessary to communicate this passion” 

(2004, 334). Such communication is made through sound. 

 

“Meu Palmeiras” 

 

The beginning of every national game, as in several collective sports, follows a familiar and 

patriotic ritual: the players enter the field, the two teams line up, and the national anthem of the 

respective country starts playing. The music can come from a live performance, like it normally 

functions in football, basketball, and baseball matches in the United States of America, or 

through a playback recording, as it routinely does in South America. This latter fact is extremely 

important for what is about to happen next:  

As I stand there the national anthem starts to sound from all loudspeakers of the stadium; 

they play an instrumental version of it, as is custom since 2015. The thirty thousand-plus people 

 
1 Although US Americans generally refer to the sport of football as soccer, I shall use “football” throughout this 

study. Football is also the most common designation in most other English-speaking countries in the world. 
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present will not sing the lyrics to the official national anthem of Brazil,2 written by Francisco 

Manuel da Silva,3 instead they will substitute the courageous and bucolic words written by 

Osório Duque Estrada with simply the title “Meu Palmeiras” (My Palmeiras).4 As these words 

repetitively fly out of my mouth, and the mouth of thousands, everything connects. I know where 

I am and I am certain of who I am— I am entirely connected, part of one single sentiment. 

Again, I feel that it would be pertinent to summon Herzfeld’s concept of “cultural intimacy,” 

more specifically applying this model to nationalism and the ideology of fanatic instances of 

one’s absolute allegiance with the state.  

“Here we are back to objectification again. From bonds of eternal friendship to 

the eternal verities claimed by nationalistic and other ideologies, the quality of 

permanence emerges from the synergy of particular performances. In that regard, the 

state can be treated as an entity that controls particularly powerful resources for the 

management of the impression of permanence; but it is by no means the only one, any 

more than the state has a monopoly over the imagination of community (see Anderson 

1991). Its constant invocations of undying love, the unbreakable bonds of affect, and 

loyalty unto death show that even the sense of the state’s entitlement to absolute 

allegiance is itself an illusion—necessary, perhaps, for the state’s self-representation as a 

familial entity, but contingent and highly frangible nonetheless” (Herzfeld 2004, 70).  

 
2 Brazilian national anthem official government audio link: 

http://www2.planalto.gov.br/mandatomicheltemer/conheca-a-presidencia/acervo/simbolos-nacionais/hinos/hino-

nacional-brasileiro-mp3-3.2-mb/view 
3 Composer of the Brazilian national anthem (“Hino Nacional Brasileiro”), written in 1831. Whose music is used for 

“Meu Palmeiras.” 
4 Video example of “Meu Palmeiras”, during a match on April 9, 2019. Anthology Track 1: 

https://youtu.be/zfapdnJsGXY 

http://www2.planalto.gov.br/mandatomicheltemer/conheca-a-presidencia/acervo/simbolos-nacionais/hinos/hino-nacional-brasileiro-mp3-3.2-mb/view
http://www2.planalto.gov.br/mandatomicheltemer/conheca-a-presidencia/acervo/simbolos-nacionais/hinos/hino-nacional-brasileiro-mp3-3.2-mb/view
https://youtu.be/zfapdnJsGXY
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Herzfield’s concept converses quite in tune with the nationalistic sentiment addressed in the 

relationship between club and follower, along with other issues of performance, that form the 

arguments at the center and periphery of this paper.  

French philosopher Michel Serres highlights social bonding as a condition for human 

existence, controverting Descartes’s maxim “I think therefore I am,” categorically stating that 

“expression of the bound in the animal realms—including the human one—is conceived as ‘I can 

connect myself, therefore I am,’ a context in which the idea of relationship precedes the idea of 

existence” (Serres quoted in Menezes 2007, 25).  

Palmeiras is the one of the only teams in the world, definitely the unique case in Brazilian 

football to my knowledge, that engages in such a phenomenon and this is something that always 

puzzled me as a researcher. Philip V. Bohlman calls this a “quasi-national anthem” or unofficial 

national anthem” (2002, 111)— the practice of bringing national anthems to the context of 

football and sports in general which is found often in Europe (in the context of football), for 

example. In his book Music, Nationalism and the Making of the New Europe, Bohlman points to 

the example of the unofficial English anthem “Three Lions,” which is sung more often rather 

than the official anthem “God Save the Queen.” Although the case with “Meu Palmeiras” is quite 

different, as we will examine further in Chapter 4, there are similarities in the purpose behind 

such phenomena. As Bohlman states: “Unofficial national anthems serve all the functions of a 

national anthem, but they do not have the top-down sanction to represent the nation beyond its 

borders. . . . [Unofficial] anthems usually contain particularly powerful historical narratives, 

which invests them with a common narrative of nationalism” (2002, 11). So what does the 

chanting of “Meu Palmeiras” signify? Can it be categorized as an unofficial national anthem 

(under Bohlman’s definition)? Is it an act of “rebellion” or “emancipation?” Can it be considered 
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a ritualistic event unique to that particular space and group of people? “The unofficial anthem 

enjoys a specific, usually also wide, range of ritual functions” (Bohlman 2002, 111). 

This inquiry will be the center of the present essay, which is an ethnomusicological piece 

as much as it is ethnographic research, relying heavily on a series of interviews that were 

conducted remotely between March and June of 2020. The methodology used to conduct the 

interviews will be explained in the introduction to the appendix in which they are located. 

Although the central object will be Palmeiras, its chants, and anthems, this essay will also 

provide a perspective from different teams that constitute the first league of Brazilian Football. 

Chants for teams from other countries in South America, such as Argentina, may appear in 

comparison. Besides the Glossary and the Introduction, the essay will consist of Chapter 1, 

“Football as a Sonic Unifying Experience,” in which the stadium will be analyzed as a 

geographical and sociological microcosm where nationalism, the ludic, and catharsis coexist as 

characters in a play. Chapter 2: “National Music in Official Anthems and Chants,” contains 

detailed research and analysis of football chants through the lenses of national and nationalist 

musics. The chapter offers a case study on Mancha Verde (Green Stain), the largest organized 

fan association linked to SEP. Chapter 3 is a case study of the first organized fan association in 

Brazil, the Charanga Rubro-Negra. An interview with its current president Mestre Gui Gui 

Nascimento follows. Chapter 4 is where the case study around the phenomenon “Meu Palmeiras” 

is developed, the central material of the chapter is the interview with Brazilian sports and music 

journalist Mauro Beting, where we discuss the phenomenon. In addition to this interview other 

points of view from fans, social media influencers, counselors, and former Palmeiras players are 

addressed. After the conclusion Appendix 1 brings together the collection of interviews gathered 

during these four months of fieldwork. Appendix 2 is an anthology with recordings of the chants 
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and anthems approached in this paper. Lastly, Appendix 3 is a compilation of my own 

transcriptions of the material addressed.  
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Chapter 1 

Football as a Unifying Sonic Experience 

 

Sound is part of Football. The futebol-arte is an image and sound combined. 

 —Rodrigo Fonseca Fernandes 

 

In this chapter, I begin to investigate how the sounds produced by followers in the stadiums 

function as agents of a cathartic bond among the same while that event lasts. The match produces 

a sensorial ecstasy in the participating individual who will deposit a wide spectrum of emotions 

into that experience, the team, and the surrounding people while casting aside, in complete 

immersion,  personal baggage outside that space for the time one is invested in the experience. 

Although this piece will mainly focus and study the sonic phenomena that happens inside the 

stadium during a match it is important acknowledge that a football match starts, sonically 

speaking, many hours prior to the game. An abundance of sounds—the loud radio in the cars, the 

street vendors, the police force present, fireworks exploding everywhere, the frenetic followers 

singing and shouting on the commute to the stadium—command one to start chanting and 

shouting along, if not already doing so, with troupes of drummers gathered at every corner 

beating to their heart’s content, energizing and adding to the shouting. 

All that mixture of noise and music is part of the game, forming what Canadian composer 

and researcher Murray Schafer calls a “soundscape.” In his book The Tuning of the World 

(1991), Schafer defines that “a soundscape is any acoustic field of study. We may speak of a 

musical composition as a soundscape or a radio program as a soundscape or an acoustic 
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environment as a soundscape. We can isolate an acoustic environment as a field of study just as 

we can study the characteristics of a given landscape. However, it is less easy to formulate an 

exact impression of a soundscape than of a landscape” (Schafer 1991, 10). The game experience 

produces a sonic phenomenon in a large geographical area (landscape), that has its physical and 

sonic center within the stadium (arena). Schafer also describes these as “sonic marks” in his 

book, Features of a Soundscape: “What the soundscape analyst must do first is discover the 

significant features of the soundscape, those sounds which are important either because of their 

individuality, their numerousness or their domination” (2001, 11). Before moving on, Schafer 

continues with the interesting concept of “schizophonia,” a term he uses to describe the 

displacement of a sound or collection of sounds from its source, in which, as elucidated above, a 

football match scenario is the perfect example. As described in the beginning, my personal 

reflections from 2016, watching the final match of the Brazilian nationals through the TV in 

Chicago is an example of “schizophonia.” It would be very interesting to research the dialectics 

and tensions between the sounds that are generated in the stadium that infiltrate thousands of 

private and public spaces— the family lunch, the crowded bar, the lonely driver’s car, all have 

their own active soundscapes when the “borrowed” and displaced soundscape of the stadium 

enters. Instantly, sonic hierarchical tensions begin to form between the “home” soundscape and 

the “foreign” one. Which one becomes dominant? Which ones serve as  noisy background? What 

are the effects of one on another? That, however, is a subject for another essay.  
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Sonic Agents of Social and Identity Formation 

 

Moving past the streets and further in, one carries the sonic entities of the pre-game within 

oneself, only to meet other new bodies that also carry embedded sound traces. The result: a 

gathering of bodies ready to experience something bigger, larger than the sum of them, but only 

possible through their very presence. Every single body in that space will engage in 

communication on some level with the surrounding bodies within sight and hearing range. The 

German media scholar Harry Pross (1923–2010) proposed that communication media can be 

categorized into three levels: a primary medium when bodies communicate directly with other 

bodies, a second medium when bodies communicate via the use of apparatuses, and a third 

medium when bodies use an apparatus to both transmit and receive a message. In the sonic realm 

of the stadium, these bodies make use of the two first mediums. The second includes the use of 

percussion and brass instruments, vuvuzelas, etc. as well as jerseys and clothing that match the 

teams. The first and most essential communicator of all is the human voice. As Serres formulates 

in “The Five Senses,” human beings have the necessity to link with other human beings, a 

necessity that varies and develops based on the social culture one is embedded in. From the 

various elements used in the everlasting exchange among people nothing is comparable to the 

human voice. The instrumentality of the voice can be varied, but its cognitive capacity is unique 

among the sonic generators we know. The voice is perhaps the primordial communicative link of 

all prehistoric human species. But the development of complex language is particular of homo 

sapiens; as through language one can establish all sorts of complex connections and relationships 

of various sorts with individuals or groups. 
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There are sonic messages hidden in our voice that precede language. For example, due to 

evolution, the human ear is extremely sensitive to the frequency band around one kilohertz, 

making that band loud and unbalanced in our ears compared to other frequency regions of our 

hearing scope. It just so happens that a baby’s cry lies within that same frequency band. 

Evidence suggests that human beings developed a sensitivity to one kilohertz so that our 

ancestors could hear an infant crying from a distance, thus becoming an evolutionary tool.  

“Orchestral communication,” is a concept coined by the Belgian sociologist Yves Winkin 

and grounded in non-verbal studies.5 One can see the football team supporter as a social actor (or 

musician according to Winkin’s concept) within the communicative-phenomena present during a 

football match. This interaction is possible on practically all levels of communication, 

particularly through ordered chants coming from the organized followers (conductors of the 

sonic show.) As a result, this orchestral communication provides a medium whereby these social 

actors, participating in various levels of hierarchy, share specific cultural codes found only in a 

football match. One of these codes is the raw demonstration of masculinity as a tool of 

belonging. Bohlman’s insights on choral music practice under a nationalistic prism can further 

extend this idea: 

 

The chorus connects to the audience, symbolizing for the audience its own selfness, as if 

to put the audience also on the stage. It is when the chorus sings that the audience feels 

itself drawn to the edge of the stage, drawn even to the edge of song as it recognizes itself 

on the stage. At such moments, the audience hears its voice, and in some genres and 

forms staged choral music freely joins in the performance. The potential to transform the 

choral performance into a moment of high nationalism is very great indeed. It is a 

 
5 The "new communication," called orchestral, is one where everyone is immersed in communication and each 

playing his score, as a member of an orchestra, in a symphony of the same tone or in a concerto of the struggle of an 

instrument against all the instruments of the orchestra (Winkin 1981). 
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moment the composers of national opera or the organizers of choral revival movements 

rarely fail to miss. (2002, 71) 

 

According to ethnomusicologist Eduardo Herrera, supporting a team in a stadium is an act of 

embodiment, where masculinity and violence are essential. Indeed, in a stadium, during a match, 

not singing and giving everything you can is considered sacrilege; I say this from personal 

experience. As Herrera points out the universal: “However, not chanting or chanting with little 

energy is interpreted as a sign of not being a true fan” (2014, 482). Still, I disagree with Herrera 

when he writes that “rousers will often face sectors of the crowd that they feel are too calm and 

might start whistling loudly or screaming over the chants” (ibid.). I consider it useful to add that 

this obligation of vocal prowess and knowledge of the chants (women in the organized 

followers’ zone act in the same fashion) is geographical. 

 In an oval stadium, militant fans usually gather behind one of the goals, for obvious 

acoustic reasons (sound is a wave that expends energy as it travels). Followers sitting opposite 

them receive the chanting and drumming both faded and delayed, which means that these 

supporters suffer less harassment from the militant fans if not singing in unison or at all. Usually, 

the side of the militant fans is the most rogue, since this side usually tends to sing chants that are 

“out of sync” or of a completely different nature altogether. I digress a bit further on this 

geographical sonic perspective before returning to Herrera’s argument about embodied 

masculinity and violence within the organized followers in football. I judge it not only necessary 

but also very interesting to do so. 

Each section of the stadium truly represents a sort of “sonic-region/identity” or an 

“orchestral section” if we are to summon once more Winkin’s “orchestral communication”. 

These sonic-regions vary drastically by socio-economic demographics. This is especially 
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truewhen speaking of most of the modern arenas throughout Brazil.6 It is important to say that I 

am portraying here the situation found in  modern arenas in Brazil, more precisely Allianz 

Parque,7 which is where I spent most of my research in loco (see Figure 1). 

 

Image 1 – Allianz Parque Arena 

 

 We start with the organized followers’ area, behind the north goal. These are the 

hardcore fans. Economically speaking, this section is the lowest income area of the stadium, yet 

the loudest and most musical; this section is the youngest among all. Fans sing, clap, and play in 

drum ensembles non-stop during the whole match. As one of Mancha Verde’s8 (MV) chants 

state; “A Mancha nunca para de cantar! / Mancha never ceases chanting!” If the team suffers a 

 
6 Most of them were built from 2010 to 2014 in the 2014 FIFA World Cup, which occurred in Brazil.  
7 Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras’ stadium, opened at the end of 2014 and located in the west region of the city of 

São Paulo, Brazil.  
8 Largest association of organized followers linked to Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras. 
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goal, they sing it even louder and the chant is usually followed by the team’s official anthem. If 

Palmeiras scores, they start chants that mock the adversary in some way, Chapter 2 will cover 

more of that. MV will make anyone that is around chant as well, one does not have a choice once 

in their territory. Anthology, track 2 demonstrates how the mechanics of a “goal moment” work 

when inside the organized followers’ sector.9 

Right above the militant fans is the superior rim. Demographically, this is the second-to-

lowest income area and diverse in age. The population in the superior rim is mostly composed of 

“new-timers” since the tickets here are the cheapest of all, thus the sonic manifestations, such as 

chanting and screaming, are more sporadic since their “formation in Palmeiras” is considered to 

be lower. Interviewee Evair 93 argues that “with the advent of the new arenas, there is a new 

breed of supporters who are coming to the stadiums, these are people who never cared to come to 

a live football match before, for the old stadiums would not provide either the comfort or 

security they expected.” Although the majority of these “newcomers” are concentrated in the 

superior rim, they can be located in all places in the stadium ; it all depends on how much 

comfort they can afford and how much noise they want to engage with.  

On the opposite side of the organized followers’ area, behind the south goal, is the 

location for the “rogue” supporters. When I use the word rogue, it is precisely because, as 

mentioned above, this is the area of the stadium where the fanatic supporters are placed— their 

allegiance is with the team instead of with the other organized followers. This means that the 

majority do not consider the need for a mediator (in this case the organized followers’ sector at 

the opposite side) to “root properly.” Sonic conflicts, thus, are constantly crossing the space of 

the arena during a match. Supporter Douglas R. Gomes states that besides the organized 

 
9 “Palmeiras x CSA” from 2019, “Eu sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor!”. Anthology Track 2: 

https://youtu.be/CQtXMRsr7UQ. 

https://youtu.be/CQtXMRsr7UQ
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followers’ area, the south goal is the loudest section of the stadium.  It provides an interesting 

“sonic-opposition” to the north goal. Demographically, the south goal is somewhat elite, due to 

the generally more elevated cost of the tickets. However, this class distinction does not affect the 

passion of this sector. According to interviewee Evair 93, this is “where most of the true 

supporters are”, including “the supporters who want to be close to the field.”  Still, this is not the 

case for the Central rim and VIP boxes located right above it. Here is where the economic elite 

and press are located. In the eyes of  the remaining sectors, these spectators  are considered to 

posses the lowest “cultural wealth” of all. It is not rare to find people who root for other teams in 

the VIP boxes, for example. According to Evair 93, “these are people who come for the 

spectacle,” and do not refrain from cursing and shouting against players since they have a sense 

that the price they pay for their very expensive tickets should correspond always to a victory by 

“their” players. This is a sense of capital “ownership,” customer x provider, that is not commonly 

found anywhere else among the supporters. For that reason, this section of supporters is the least 

appreciated by the other sectors and it is often the target of verbal harassment and rage.  

As one can see, an interesting theory forms around the idea that a stadium/arena can be 

sectorized as in geopolitical studies, corroborating the idea that the stadium is truly a microcosm 

of society. Following this thread of thought, another interesting concept emerges, around which 

these various sectors of a stadium, such as the one in question in this chapter, are active agents of 

fan-identity formation. According to interviewee Douglas R. Gomes, who considers himself as 

belonging to the “south goal region”, when speaking about watching matches from other sectors: 

“Supporters will carry out their sector persona, which they identify with, to any other sector of 

the arena. I, for example, will act like crazy; I scream and chant and swear anywhere I am during 
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a match.” Evair 93 states that “you go to the north goal area if you like the “shambles”, the 

loudness, the screaming.” 

With this necessary digression I expect that the reader is more situated in the context of a 

real-life game, its social actors, and their respective sectors/zones inside this space. I would like 

to continue with Herrera’s ideas on embodiment and masculinity among organized followers in a 

football match, more precisely, within the scope of a Palmeiras’ game. Nonetheless, narrowing 

our focus can be useful in the analysis of every game in Brazil or South America. 

 I will mainly speak of the Allianz Parque north goal zone, where, as seen above, the 

largest contingent of organized followers can be found. This zone in particular has a series of 

mass choreographies, which are the natural result of a sum of bodies reacting to the incessant 

beating of drums and shouting that begins in the “bateria/drum section.” This is a sonic 

experience very similar to the one found in the Brazilian Carnival celebration; in fact, many of 

these musicians and “cheerleaders” are linked to the samba school “Mancha Verde” and will act 

both in the Carnival preparations and parades as well as in games. Herrera names these people 

“rousers,”— agents who lead the show. As he writes: “Rousers will often face sectors of the 

crowd that they feel are too calm and might start whistling loudly or screaming over the chants” 

(2018, 482). One might be inclined to think that these people (mostly men, but also women in the 

case of Mancha Verde) are attempting to deliver a good spectacle from the crowd. Once in this 

space, the supporter, whether an organized follower or not, will start a collection of repetitive 

gestures and loud chanting. This provides a ritualistic experience and a boost of embodied 

prowess and exercised masculinity to all involved, something Brazilians call “raça” and 

Argentinians call “aguante.” 
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The flow of bodies from one side to the other, along with the screaming, the chanting, 

and the energy are all very captivating, as I experienced during my field research and as Herrera 

points out during his experiences in Argentina. “Chanting involves body movement. 

Participatory sounding-in-synchrony and moving-in-synchrony are the ultimate desired goals. 

The most common gesture involves a diagonally extended arm toward the sky, with a back-and-

forth movement of the forearm and a fairly loose wrist. Sometimes both arms might make this 

motion. Jumping up and down in pogo fashion is also common, and it sometimes leads to 

sideways bumping, particularly after goals” (2018, 482). As Herrera also points out, and I can 

corroborate, one soon enough finds out that one has very little option of not “dancing to the 

tune,” as an attitude of no engagement is martially forbidden: “These rousers, acting as 

paradoxical enforcers of the participatory ethos of the event, aggressively demanded from me 

and others not as engaged to sing and support the team” (2018, 482). Let us not forget that there 

is also a playful part to all of this and this ludic environment is key to all communication, ritual, 

and the construction of a confined space, apart from the everyday world, with its own set of 

socio-political rules, its hierarchies, its truths, and lies, where the five senses are indulged in this 

newly-formed reality. As Dutch historian Johan Huizinga writes: “It is reserved for [the game], 

whether material or ideally, a closed space isolated from the everyday environment, and it is 

within that space that the game is processed and that its rules are valid” (1971, 23). 

We might be entering very important territory now, so we ask: are mundane and 

everyday rules enough for all our necessities as beings who depend on varied forms of 

communication? Can football provide something larger, something beyond its physical borders? 

As Czech semiotician Ivan Bystrina (1924) highlighted, “this is where, using all natural 

languages (body communication, gesture communication, sound communication and verbal 
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communication), men create a ‘second reality’ in which these problems—and many others that 

he could not understand—are overcome at the symbolic level” (1999, 32). Although the physical 

boundaries of a stadium are very real, sometimes being even majestic and intimidating, we can 

also delimit the sonic geography of an arena, as seen above. 

Thus far, we have started to scratch the surface of a meta-space that transcends its 

physical boundaries. These are more symbolic boundaries, ones that are a product of the ludic 

intent of its social actors. “Revamping” the start of this chapter, where we moved from the 

sounds outside the stadium toward its epicenter, we can now exercise our thought by moving in 

the opposite direction. We can now perceive that the sound waves formed during a game, will 

spread far beyond the surroundings of the stadium and, thus, the physical limits of the game are 

expanded exponentially. The listener who is at home, or in the car, is symbolically connected to 

the space of the game, that is, they are able to be part of that game. According to Shafer “the 

definition of space by acoustic meanings is much older than the establishment of fences and 

property limits” (2001, 58). 

It is interesting to imagine a game with closed gates: the sonic imagery is only of the ball 

being kicked, the whistle of the referees, the gasps of the players as they run for two periods of 

forty-five minutes each. But the moment of the goal is itself  silent, save for those close enough 

to hear the sounds of the ball physically touching and rolling into the nest. There would be no 

sonic explosion, no inciting moment turned into one unified, loud scream: “GOAL!”. Such a 

scenario devoid of the large sound mass created by the legion of resonant bodies would be rather 

scary to think of. 
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 Though the year of 2020 came to prove that such a scenario might well be the new 

normal in the years to come. On January 30, 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO)10 

declared coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) a public health emergency of international 

concern. When I arrived in Brazil in mid-March to conduct fieldwork research for this paper, the 

number of infected people was sharply increasing and national football was about to be closed 

indefinitely, as has occurred in other countries around the world.. Three months later, on May 16, 

2020, the German football league, the Bundesliga, returned to its championship games with 

closed gates. This meant that only athletes and staff could enter the stadium. The British Premier 

League and Spanish La Liga followed. In Brazil there was pressure from Flamengo, a major 

team from Rio de Janeiro, to re-open the state championship. The other states, including São 

Paulo, did not follow, but it is possible that by July-August all championships in the country will 

return, coinciding  with the predicted peak of infections in Brazil.. A conversation about the 

return of football in the year of 2020 is the correct move on part of major leagues, and it is a 

pertinent one, but unfortunately not within the scope of this paper. What I highlight here is the 

fact that the stadium is silent. That resonates within me with great horror and the question lurks: 

can football exist without its sonic actors? 

 
10 On December 31, 2019, a cluster of patients with pneumonia of unknown cause was reported in China (1). These 

cases were epidemiologically linked to a seafood and wet-animal wholesale market in Wuhan, Hubei Province. 

Further analysis through unbiased sequencing and isolation of airway epithelial cells revealed a previously unknown 

beta coronavirus, named 2019-nCOV (2019 novel coronavirus), which became the seventh member of the family of 

coronaviruses that infect humans (2). Early reports suggested the onset of a potential coronavirus outbreak because 

of the high reproduction number. By the end of January 2020, 7,734 cases were confirmed in China, with 90 others 

being reported in other countries including Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Japan, Republic of 

Korea, United States, India, Australia, Canada, France, and Germany. At this time, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. On April 4, 2020, the most recent date 

covered by this review, WHO reported 1,051,697 confirmed cases and 56,986 deaths in 207 

countries affected by the epidemic (3), after coronavirus disease (COVID-19, named by WHO on February 11, 

2020) was declared a global pandemic on March 11, 2020 (4). Source: Clinics vol. 75 São Paulo 2020, Epub May 

15, 2020; http://dx.doi.org/10.6061/clinics/2020/e1923. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6061/clinics/2020/e1923
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If you come to think of the all the beauty and all the ugliness in football—its social power 

dynamics, its issues with racism, violence, sexism, its joy, transcendent euphoria, the capacity to 

emancipate from reality— everything that happens through the sounds of spectators filling those 

concrete walls  is now silent. No goal to be celebrated with screaming when scored, no chanting 

to fill the heart with pride and tears.  

Since this is a new and ongoing situation shared by all humankind, I decided not to 

include it in the interviews for this paper by asking professional athletes how they react about the 

idea of playing with closed gates. This is, nonetheless, in the back of my mind for an extra 

chapter or a completely new article focusing solely on the matter of silence and football.   
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Chapter 2 

National Music in Official Anthems and Chants 

 

Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras (SEP) Genesis—Official/Unofficial Anthems and Its Chants 

 

To further understand the idea of national and nationalist music applied to sports, more 

specifically to the context of football, we should investigate its collection of official and 

unofficial anthems, as well as chants. Since this paper is not an ethnomusicological anthology of 

football anthems in Brazil, I focus mainly on the ones surrounding Sociedade Esportiva 

Palmeiras, having the freedom from time to time to bring some other anthem or chant from 

various other teams in the country in order to construct a comparative argument or to reinforce 

an idea. 

It is traditional for football teams to have anthems that arise around the same time a club 

is established, thus tying the concept of nation to the genesis of a team. As English composer 

Vaughan Williams masterfully stated: “The art of music above all other arts is the expression of 

the soul of a nation, and by a nation, I mean not necessarily aggregations of people artificially 

divided from each other by political frontiers or economic barriers. What I mean is any 

community of people who are spiritually bound together by language, environment, history, and 

common ideals and, above all, a continuity with the past” (1934, 123). 

As with nations, football clubs are formed by a sense of nationalism that is interrelated 

with the cultural heritage of the people who established those clubs. European working-class 

immigrant, mainly from Portugal, Italy, and Spain drove the rise of Brazilian traditional sport 
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societies and sports guilds towards the end of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth 

century. A series of anthems were composed for the football teams formed inside this newly-

formed immigrant blue-collar social class. These anthems were written as a sonic materialization 

of the philosophical pillars belonging to those immigrant cultures, but above all,  they developed 

an anthology that rescued the spirit of multiple European homelands in constant mixture/collage 

with the cultural and geographical background of their new home—Brazil. With future 

generations being born inside recently formed traditions, these anthems became a symbol of an 

imaginary nation and country as could potentially come into being through battle cries during 

matches and celebrations. 

Among these first clubs we find Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras (SEP),11 established in 

1914 with the name of Palestra Italia, founded by the Italian working-class families residing in 

São Paulo. On August 25, 1918, four years after Palestra Italia was founded, the club’s official 

anthem was composed and baptized as “Hino do Palestra Italia” (Palestra Italia’s Anthem). It 

was recorded by the Portuguese singer Elvira Martins at the old Teatro Avenia in São Paulo. 

Sadly, the record of the composer or the music (score and recording) for this anthem was never 

recovered— perhaps a future ethnomusicological adventure. 

During World War II, twenty-eight years after its foundation, Palestra Italia was forced 

by the Brazilian federal government to change its name. On September 20, 1942, the team was 

renamed Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras. That same year, a band of musicians would venture for 

the first time to play at a football game, in Rio de Janeiro, marking the genesis of the organized 

supporters and music-making in football matches. Brazil had joined the USA and the Allied 

Powers, thus declaring war against the Axis countries,  and in turn the Brazilian government 

 
11 SEP today has a total of followers that sum more than 17 million spread across the whole country.  
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pressured the club to adopt a “more Brazilian” name and flag or permanently close its doors. 

Thus, Palestra Italia was no more, or rather, it was reborn as Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras. The 

red in the flag (a direct reference to the red stripe in Italy’s flag) was replaced by pure green, 

green and white, the alviverde, and the Italian name (Italy’s gym12) was replaced by an authentic 

Brazilian tree species, the Palmeira (palm tree). It was seven years later, in 1949, that the second 

and final official anthem was written by the amateur composer/arranger and conductor, Dr. 

Antonio Sergi13 (artistic name: Gennaro Rodrigues, born Italy, June 10, 1913, died São Paulo, 

June 3, 2003). Sergi had rarely written any lyrics but when he did so, he would sign under his 

pseudonym, a fact that confused historians for a long time, who attributed the composition of the 

hymn to two different people. 

There are two versions of SEP’s anthem which are considered definitive versions 

recorded between the 1950s and the 1970s. The first is a recording from 1949, which was 

recently discovered in 2013 by a SEP historian 14 in a collection of 78 rpm recordings lost in 

some of the hundreds of second-hand bookstores spread throughout the city of São Paulo. The 

second is an arrangement and recording by the Banda do Corpo de Bombeiros do Estado da 

Guanabara (est. 1896), a traditional firefighters’ marching band from Rio de Janeiro. This second 

recording became the official anthem and is widely used today, both in the television and radio 

castings. 

This piece poses critical questions regarding national and nationalistic musics inside 

football. We will first examine some of the questions proposed by ethnomusicologist Philip V. 

Bohlman in the book Music, Nationalism, and the Making of Modern Europe (2002), applying 

 
12 Although Palestra is a Greek word that carries a similar meaning.  
13 Dr. Antonio Sergi was the conductor of the radio orchestra, Orquestra Columbia in São Paulo. 
14 None of my researches about this matter led me to this historian’s name.  
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them to SEP’s official anthem from 1949. Then we will move to the chants composed and 

performed by the organized followers from Mancha Verde (MV),before finally arriving at the 

central point of this paper—is the phenomenon of “Meu Palmeiras” (My Palmeiras) sung at the 

beginning of the Brazilian national anthem during matches.  

Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras Anthem15

1. Quando surge o alviverde imponente 

2. No gramado em que a luta o aguarda 

3. Sabe bem o que vem pela frente 

4. Que a dureza do prélio não tarda 

5. E o Palmeiras no ardor da partida 

6. Transformando a lealdade em padrão 

7. Sabe sempre levar de vencida 

8. E mostrar que de fato é campeão 

9. Defesa que ninguém passa 

10. Linha atacante de raça 

11. Torcida que canta e vibra 

12. Por nosso alviverde inteiro 

13. Que sabe ser brasileiro 

14. Ostentando a sua fibra 

 

 

1. When the majestic white-green rises 

2. In the field where the fight awaits 

3. It knows well what is coming ahead 

4. And the hardiness of the prelium 

won’t late 

5. And Palmeiras in the heat of the 

match 

6. Transforming loyalty into a standard 

7. You know always how to win 

8. And to show that is truly a champion 

9. Defense, that no one can breach 

10. Courageous outfield players 

11. Supporters who will sing and pulsate 

12. For our white-green as a whole  

13. The ones who know, what it is to be 

Brazilian 

14. Brandishing one’s fiber! 

Figure 1 – Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras Anthem 

 

Bohlman states: “The nation that national music evokes may be most evident in nature or the 

natural landscape” (2002, 60). This is something obviously present in the lyrics of line 2, but also 

quite interestingly in line 1, where the composer paints the epic image of the colors white and 

green rising in the field as the sun in the horizon. The Palmeiras of lines 3–5 represents the actual 

 
15 Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras Anthem, “Hino Da Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras.” Anthology Track 3: 

https://youtu.be/bL5FwaO71Po 

 

https://youtu.be/bL5FwaO71Po
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team, but also its fanatic legion of followers, who indirectly enter the field with the player, thus 

the common expression in football “the supporter is the twelfth player to enter the field.” This is 

what Bohlman goes on to describe as a trait of nationalism, where “[s]urvival, rather than 

origins, is of primary importance,” an idea that is emphasized throughout lines 6–12. In my 

opinion, lines 13 to 14 where the traits of both the national/nationalism coexist in this anthem;  

much of these two lines exaggerate the quintessential, but they also set a very harsh yet subtle 

border: “The ones who know, what it is to be Brazilian. Brandishing one’s fiber!” delineates a 

selected group of individuals, who distinguish themselves from the rest of society, the ones who 

are aware of their “Brazilianness,” and their strength. Searching for information about the 

official anthem at SEP’s website, I stumbled upon this interesting paragraph:  

 

The anthem of the Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras was composed in 1949 by Dr. 

Antonio Sergi, who died in 2003 at the age of 90. Sergi, besides being a cardiologist, 

was also a very respected musician. Born in Italy, he came to Brazil at a very young age 

and witnessed the trajectory of the Emerald team from Palestra to Palmeiras. It is 

assumed that the inspiration to compose the hymn, a legacy offered to the fans of 

Palmeiras, arose precisely because Sergi knew deeply and experienced the name change 

episode. The lyrics of the hymn, in fact, make direct references to the identity of the 

club, with emphasis on the final verses: “. . . Who knows, to be Brazilian, 

brandishing one’s fiber!”16 

 

It seems that the traces of nationalism embedded in these two final stanzas are indeed the heart of 

the anthem, thus reinforcing my perception that every anthem is nationalistic but not necessarily 

national. With that, as we shall soon discuss, official anthems play a minor role (in the context of 

 
16 Source: the official website of SEP: https://www.Palmeiras.com.br/pt-br/hino/ 

 

https://www.palmeiras.com.br/pt-br/hino/
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a match) when compared to unofficial anthems and chants composed and sung by the organized 

supporters.  

 

Chants: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 

 

This paper is focused on the sonic origins of various phenomena in the ambience of a football 

stadium, as well as geographically focused in Brazil, more precisely its financial capital, São 

Paulo. Therefore, a large portion of these sonic phenomena happen in the cathartic experience 

where a football match truly begins with its chants. As French sociologist Michel Maffesoli 

implies: “Chants function as ritualistic processes of repetition and co-participation” (2006), both 

key concepts in understanding why these are a part of football culture all around the world. 

Football chants will usually carry a heavy nationalistic intent. After all, they are made for the 

sole intent of enhancing the emotional connection to the team, and the social connection between 

followers as well as expressing antagonistic feelings toward other teams (that are most 

commonly based in the same city) and, why not, to serve a political agenda within the club. 

It would be difficult to understand these nationalistic functions of chants without 

acquiring some knowledge of who created them and who belongs to the organized fan base of a 

team. The term “militant17 fan,” coined by Eduardo Herrera (2018), evokes a military image. In 

fact, Philip V. Bohlman also writes about military music: “Military music mobilizes the nation to 

undertake action in the name of the nation. Its conscious goal is to generate moments of 

‘unisonance,’ when the nation recognizes itself in the collective actions of a military force and, 

by extension, in the more abstract performance of that collective through ensembles dedicated to 

 
17 According to wordreference.com, a Militant stresses vigorous, aggressive support for or opposition to a plan or 

ideal and suggests a combative stance. 
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the ritual performance of military music” (2002, 108). This is precisely the image Herrera wants 

the reader to picture while he writes about issues of masculinity, racism, and violence in the 

Argentine football fan scene. He is not at all wrong when addressing these groups as militaristic, 

since they cherish the spirit of “aguante,” , the powerful masculine, the gaucho, a place where 

softness and premeditated non-participation of the rites that take place in a football match are 

inconceivable and unacceptable. Although the Brazilian football fan scene shares most of the 

same issues, along with the cultivation of the macho attitude within these groups and toward 

common followers and even civilians, the actual term used in this country for a unified group of 

fans is Torcida Organizada/Uniformizada which means Organized/Uniformed Followers. It is a 

minor change, but one that separates the military aspect from the collective imaginary. 

In Brazil, the new wave of organized followers as we know it today started between the 

half of the 1980s and first half of the 1990s. Organized followers are in essence a group of 

uniformed followers—they craft their own vestments, which always correspond to the color and 

arms of the team in question—who gather to unify other supporters who attend games to root for 

the team in question. The way these groups achieve such deeds is through music and sound-

making in general. The idea is basically the same as another sort of uniform followers, the 

Charangas, which is a case study in this paper as well (Chapter 3). Instead of instrumental music, 

as with the Charangas, the new wave of organized followers use chants to proceed with 

nationalistic indoctrination of themselves and the common followers. According to Bohlman: 

“The power of music to enhance the power of the nation” (2002, 58). In fact, these chants, many 

times using the team as a common point of adoration, actually work to emphasize themselves 

and historical moments of glory and victory against their rivals. In my opinion, this is exactly the 

point which separates official anthems (and some rare chants) from chants and unofficial ones. 
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As Bohlman continues: “In national music, reinforcing borders is not a primary theme, whereas 

nationalistic music often mobilizes the cultural defense of borders” (ibid.). 

These chants emerge from inside the headquarters of the organized followers, places that 

are usually close to the stadium of the respective teams and are heavily based on the folk music 

tradition of that national region.18 São Paulo city serves as the home base to the four richest 

football clubs in Brazil: Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras (SEP), São Paulo Futebol Clube, Santos 

Futebol Clube, and Sport Club Corinthians Paulista. All have one or more Organized Followers 

Associations and the chants for official and unofficial anthems are heavily inspired by samba and 

Carnival music.19 The most common accompanying instruments seen in this area are samba 

percussion instruments. Likewise, the percussion ensemble is named bateria (drums), as in the 

carnival parade. For this very reason the chants are usually not followed by any melodic 

instruments, which often contribute to the crescendo of the “pitch cloud” that can be heard in 

stadiums, with an approximation that is distinguished by a whole tone (not tempered) in their 

melodic lines. This will be made clear once hearing the anthology that accompanies this paper. 

The composers of these chants (usually a collective effort from a group of friends, for 

example) are inspired by pop music, folk music, and even chants from other countries as one of 

the interviewees, Evair 93, states: 

 

This song that everybody sings about the Libertadores cup (“Libertadores é obsessão”) 

comes from a game that the Mancha Verde followers went to Argentina and heard that 

phrase from the followers from either Boca or River, who had this line in one of their 

chants, and this rhythm it is something indeed very easy to spot in Argentinian 

 
18 In the case of São Paulo, the southeastern region of Brazil, which is one of the traditional centers, together with 

Rio de Janeiro, of samba schools in Brazil. 
19 This is valid for most of the southeast region of Brazil, including Rio de Janeiro.  
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supporters, . . . this march that they usually sing. Mancha tried to do something similar 

where they inserted this line in a song (“Libertadores é obsessão”) of their own. Really, 

they copied from the Argentinians, even though this cup was never an obsession to us, 

but that in the end it came to become an obsession to us [the Palmeiras followers] 

because of this song, although our history proves the contrary. This is really something 

crazy! 

 

It is interesting to point out the fact that these chants, as in the story told just above, are an 

incredible example of sonic cultural mobility. 

 

Mancha Verde! Palmeiras! 

 

 

 Image  2 – Mancha (Alvi) Verde’s Oficial Coat of Arms 

 

Although a club can have multiple organized follower associations, , I will focus on the largest 

organized follower association affiliated with SEP; the Mancha Verde (MV) or Escola de Samba 

Mancha Verde (Samba School Mancha Verde). Founded by SEP followers in 1983 and later re-

established in 1995 as a samba school,20 its number of affiliates grew larger by the year. By the 

 
20 The group existed before, since the beginnings of the 1980s, but due to a deadly confrontation with another 

Organized Follower’s group from São Paulo Futebol Clube in the year of 1995 both associations were penalized by 

the state sporting law and had to close their doors and change their names. 
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first decade of the twenty-first century, Mancha Verde was the biggest among SEP organized 

followers associations, engulfing other smaller groups and their musicians and chants. Evair 93 

exemplifies that well in this passage: 

 

Thus that situation of one trying to engulf or traverse the other’s chants was recurrent. It 

happened that with the passing of time TUP21 disappeared, not that it completely 

vanished, but it became so small as SAVOIA.22 So much so that Mancha ended up 

adopting a song from TUP, that is actually the best song sang in the stadiums, a chant 

that spoke more of Palmeiras than of the association (TUP), so that Mancha had a lot of 

skepticism toward this song, for being a chant from TUP, but in the end, they entered in 

an agreement, whereby Mancha rousers would sing the song.23 So that both groups 

would sing together. The people from TUP are still there, kind of mingled and chanting 

together, mixed among the other militant fans, not organized as they once were. Thus, 

you do have a sort of unification of the chants today. 

 

National X Nationalist 

 

As these two selections from an interview conducted with Evair 93 reveal, organized follower 

associations big as the MV  possess a fluid capacity of mobility both internationally (as the 

interviewee described in the case from the Argentinian chant being transplanted to São Paulo 

thus implementing a new and foreign meaning to the Libertadores Cup) as well as within their 

own club, engulfing whole groups of musicians and followers with their chants. 

 
21 TUP stands for Torcida Uniformizada Palmeiras/ Palmeiras Uniformed Fan Base. 
22 SAVOIA is a uniformed fan base that carries the name of Savoia, a noble Italian family name native to the 

Piemonte region in Italy. The “cross of Savoia,” the family’s symbol, was used in Palmeiras jerseys in the 1916 and 

2004 seasons.  
23 The chant name is: Eu sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor (Yes Sir! I am Palmeiras!). Anthology Track 4: 

https://youtu.be/u4tn_e5WtkM 

https://youtu.be/u4tn_e5WtkM
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The chant in question, part of Evair 93’s argument on how MV implemented a chant 

from another association within SEP, is called “Eu Sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor!” / “Yes Sir! I Am 

Palmeiras.” 

1. Da-lhe da-lhe dale ô! 

2. Da-lhe da-lhe dale ô! 

3. Eu sou Palmeiras sim senhor! 

4. E bebo todas que vier! 

5. E canto o meu Porcô-ô! 

6. Meu único amor! 

1. Let’s Go! Let’s Go! 

2. Let’s Go! Let’s Go! 

3. Yes sir! I am Palmeiras! 

4. I drink anything that comes along! 

5. And I chant my Porcô-ô! 

6. My true and only love!

 

Figure 2 – “Eu Sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor!” / “Yes Sir! I Am Palmeiras” 

 

This chant is a good example of how chants may coexist in national/nationalistic music 

categories. Stanza 6 provides that quintessential aspect of national music, stating that there is 

nothing else inside one’s heart other than the unconditional love for the team. Stanza 5 supports, 

as a preparatory line, this idea: “All these features and values, in one way or another, both 

encourage participation and enhance the social experience among the people involved” (McNeill 

1995, 95; cf. Herrera 2018, 482). Lines 1–2, on the contrary, exercise the social interaction and 

synchronicity of bodies, thus highlighting that the sense of belonging occurs through embodied 

repetition. Herrera states that “…chanting involves body movement. Participatory sounding-in-

synchrony and moving-in-synchrony are the ultimate desired goal. The most common gesture 

involves a diagonally extended arm toward the sky, with a back-and-forth movement of the 

forearm and a fairly loose wrist” (2018, 482). 

I myself have frequently seen people waving their arms vertically at the beginning of this 

chant, as if to toss blessings upon the eleven players representing them on the field. It is prudent 

to say that this is a celebratory chant, so this waving of hands has no confrontational or war-like 
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purpose as further examples in this paper will show. Stanza 3 functions very similarly to line 13 

of SEP’s official anthem; it is an affirmation, a reminder, that there is a border that separates 

those who belong to this group from those who do not. Finally, in stanza 4 a little bit more of 

social cognitive complexity is added. At first glance, one can perceive the celebratory nature of 

the line, for the subject of the lyrics is not drinking from a broken heart, nor to forget, but rather 

to celebrate and, also to prove a point. The subject states that “there is no amount of alcohol that 

is too much.” There is something potent and raw about this line, something that incites the power 

of the macho figure— the aguante spirit that Herrera speaks of in his article on Argentinian 

football militant fan bases. Although I agree with the problems that arise in such a line, I do not 

think that in the context of Brazilian football supporter’s demographics this macho problem is 

restricted to the male gender. During my fieldwork research attending games prior to COVID-19 

I have noticed that women do not stop singing this line when the rousers start the chant. 

 

Mancha Verde (MV) 

 

As previously mentioned, the chant above was adopted by Mancha Verde, thus no trace of the 

organized supporters’ association can be found in the text. We see here that this is an exception 

rather than a rule in the context of chants sung by MV during games. The chant below was 

chosen from Mancha Verde’s anthology precisely because it somehow carries that same message 

and/or intent as the one analyzed above, while also demonstrating some drastic differences. 

Under the same prism of national/nationalist music we shall look at what exactly those are. 

From the similarities to its discrepancies I believe that the next chant covers all optics 

addressed so far, and also serves as a fertile laboratory before the analyses further included in 
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this piece. Let us remember some of the key concepts to identify national and nationalist music 

that we have covered so far. For that, I summon an illustrative and useful table crafted by Philip 

V. Bohlman (2002, 60) when addressing the traits of both musics: 

 

Traits of the National 

 

• Emphasis on internal characteristics 

• National culture is generated from within  

• Metaphors stress the origins of the nation, particularly in nature 

• The national language is treated as distinctive 

 

Traits of the Nationalist 

 

• Emphasis on external characteristics 

• Nationalist culture is threatened and made insecure from within 

• Survival, rather than origins, is of primary importance 

• Blurred borders cut through places where languages are insecure 

• Symbols of cosmopolitanism proliferate in music, but generate a sense of loss 

 

With this table in mind let us move forward to the analysis: 

 

1. Sou Palmeiras a mancha é guerreira 

2. O meu time é vencedor 

3. E a torcida é um terror 

4. Por isso eu canto 

5. E dá-lhe dá-lhe porco 

6. Dá-lhe dá-lhe porco: 

 

 

 

1. I am Palmeiras, the Mancha is brave 

2. My time is victorious 

3. And the followers are vicious 

4. That is why I sing: 

5. Go Porco! 

6. Go Porco! 
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Figure 3 – Mancha é Guerreira/Mancha Is Brave24 

 

 

As I learned during my research, this chant (composed by one of MV’s oldest members, 

Reginaldo de Souza), is an adaptation of a song by Diana Ross.25 Stanzas 4–6 (with stanza 4 in a 

preparatory role) are remarkably similar to lines 1–2 of the previous chant, thus promoting that 

same celebratory, supporting, and unifying feeling. I again classify this as a trait of national 

music, since it preserves that quintessential quality seen in national music. Stanza 1 is where that 

pluralism and ambiguity start to get really interesting; this sentence is both national and 

nationalist. This is something extremely interesting within the scope of this analysis, since one 

stanza carries the amalgam of both concepts. In the same line we perceive the emphasis on an 

origin (I am Palmeiras), yet also survival, rather than origin, proves to be of primary importance 

as well (the Mancha is brave). An even more precise translation of this sentence would be “the 

Mancha is a fierce warrior.” The message is clear here: “There is a border, we Mancha Verde 

will defend it, and you better be sure we can put up a fight.” 

This message is clearly reinforced by stanza 3, as much as “I am Palmeiras” is reinforced 

by stanza 2. The reinforcement is a nationalist one for in order for there to be a winner, there must 

be a loser, emphasizing the outsider instead of the insider, thus creating an interesting call-and-

response structure, in which the call is national and the response nationalist. 

I hope that with this second and comparative analysis the reader is more attuned to the 

fundamental differences between both ideas. I also expect the reader has noticed that in the first 

chant there is no mention, credit, or trace of organized followers’ association behind it. One 

 
24 Mancha é Guerreira / Mancha is Brave. Anthology Track 5 : https://youtu.be/o3rJ1rnQgHc 
25 Although I reached out to Reginaldo de Souza, I could not get in touch with him. And since there is no pre-

existing literature about the subject, and the vast Diana Ross oeuvre, I remain unsure of what song he actually used 

to make this chant. But again this example proves the inherent ability for mobility that these chants possess.  

https://youtu.be/o3rJ1rnQgHc
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subject remains invisible under the light of the nation; in this case the club in question, SEP, 

exhibits a national trait, though this is not the case with the second one. The author, Mancha 

Verde, is right there, in the first line, beside the name of the club in a visually horizontal 

hierarchy. The author is yet again emphasized and empowered during the chant. Yet another 

iconic example of the complex relationship between the club and its satellites, in this case MV, 

can be seen when SEP’s official anthem is sung. The official anthem is also triggered during a 

match by the rousers from the organized followers’ sector. Once it is triggered, the whole 

stadium chants along in unison since this is the prime example of a sonic unifying experience. 

Thus, this “live version” of the anthem comes with some modifications: the anthem starts with a 

call that goes like this: “Mancha Verde! Palmeiras!”26 From here, the anthem is chanted in its 

entirety, followed by a codetta: “Palmeiras! Palmeiras! Palmeiras!” 

This tail or Coda is sung in the traditional melodic contour of a [flat] major third up 

followed by a major second down. This musical motif is frequently encountered all over the 

world and is something like a universal football chant ideé fixe. Herrera also identified this motif 

when conducting field research in Argentina (2018, 474). Although Herrera focuses solely on 

Argentinian football, this is some sort of universal melodic gesture among football rousers, 

especially present among British followers. Although the idea of a coda to the anthem is rather 

interesting from the nationalist point of view, emphasizing the borders for the singers of the 

anthem, that same idea can be applied to its intro call, which furthers the complexity of these two 

incursions into the official anthem. The idea of borders is also emphasized here, having the 

club’s name adjacent as if to tell the other: “this is where our territory starts.” These two simple 

 
26 Audio example at Anthology Track 6: https://youtu.be/K4QN-J83TMQ 

https://youtu.be/K4QN-J83TMQ
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additions, one at the beginning and end, create a rather interesting structure in the anthem where 

an expression of national music is enveloped by instances of pure nationalist chanting. 

I would like to stretch the idea of establishing territory right to the point where lines of 

hierarchy start to be pushed,. mainly because the fact that the organized followers’ association’s 

name appears before the name of the club intriguing. Interviewee Evair 93 gave his opinion 

about the matter. According to him, this is purely a matter of establishing territory: “We are here 

and we are starting the service.” Bohlman actually talks about this very specific instance in 

military music: “To perform specific moments that focus the attention of the nation on the 

conditions of its defense or its entry into combat.” (2002, 108) Although I agree with this line of 

thought, I also am not completely satisfied by it. From my point of view, there must be some 

hidden power game behind this premeditated action, which for me is reinforced by the following 

quote from Bohlman; “Rather than representing something preexistent and quintessential—

culturally prior to the nation—nationalistic music represents cultural boundaries that have 

political purposes” (2002, 87). I believe Bohlman arrives at the heart of the matter here. Since 

1995, the association Mancha Verde has gained an extraordinary political space inside the club. 

Having counselors within the board of directors of the club and enjoying important political 

positions allows their agents  to wield considerable influence, including matters such as the 

hirings and resignations of athletes. Tactics go as far as threatening violence toward members of 

the presidency of the club and players, to true sonic wars established during matches against 

anything and anyone who goes against their agenda. It is not uncommon for members of 

organized followers’ associations throughout Brazil to be sponsored by the club they defend. 

The use of violent measures to achieve their goals can result in the president of a club 

often suspending their benefits for unlimited time. During the interview with Evair 93, still a 
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member of SEP’s board in 2009, he mentioned that the president at the time cut relations with 

MV after they ambushed a player from the team who had not performed well during a game and 

physically assaulted him. The whole album project they were developing with new SEP chants 

was dropped after this episode. From 2012 to 2016, the president Paulo Nobre, who many 

consider the principal agent for SEP reconstruction during the 2010s, was constantly the target of 

sonic protests during matches since he cut all discounts and tickets benefits from MV during his 

administration. One needs to understand the dichotomy here; namely that this man was 

responsible for injecting 50 million dollars (with almost 0% interest) in the club in order for SEP 

to have economic leverage where it could grow again over the following years. That was 

basically the reason for the club to win four national titles in the last five years. And yet Mancha 

Verde, the largest organized follower association linked to SEP and self-described as the most 

fanatic fans, were openly protesting against him. 

In 2016, one of the major banks in Brazil, Crefisa, became the major sponsor of 

Palmeiras and since then, political scandals and shady movements have been happening on a 

monthly basis. Outside of the club, the two owners of this bank started to sponsor the Carnival of 

Mancha Verde (now as a samba school), injecting astronomical amounts of money into their 

parades. As a result, in 2019 Mancha Verde won the Carnival of São Paulo, the first prize in their 

history. Since then, the president of MV, Paulo Serdan has openly supported the owners of 

Crefisa to run for the presidency in 2021, despite all the political misconducts they provoke 

inside the club. So, the question arises: Where does the allegiance of Mancha Verde lie? To their 

agenda and own interests or to the club? Perhaps the order of names in which their rousers start 

chanting the club’s official anthem, “Mancha Verde! Palmeiras!”, may answer that question. 
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In the next section, we advance further toward understanding how politics and power also 

play a major role in the sounds that permeate the stadiums. 

 

Unofficial Anthems 

 

“Military music need not be unequivocally militaristic to represent the nation” (2002, 109). This 

quote by Philip Bohlman seems apt to start the next two analyses, since the following chants are 

in many ways militaristic and fit into what Bohlman categorizes as “unofficial anthems” in some 

way or the other. First, a brief excursion into when and why these chants are sung during a 

match. 

The chants “Só Quero” and “E a Gambazada Viverá a Chorar” were chosen to be for this 

paper because they are the most frequently chanted during matches. They serve specific sonic 

functions, including celebratory attitudes toward own nation and its history, the exaggeration of 

strength and courage, and the mockery (usually through historical defeats) of other teams that 

coexist within a close geographical space (in this case the same city).  As Bohlman states: “One 

reason to speak about unofficial national anthems as nationalist songs is that the narratives of 

nationalism in unofficial anthems often intersect—which is to say, they reflect struggles over 

historical turf with neighboring nations” (2002, 111). The two subjects of these chants are 

Palmeiras, which here I will consider as “the nation,” and Sport Club Corinthians Paulista, which 

here I consider as a “neighboring nation.” Both clubs were founded in São Paulo city in the 

second decade of the twentieth century. These two clubs are rivals; some say that this is the 

biggest rivalry in all of football marked by horrendous, violent disputes over territory from both 

sides. I myself and some of the interviewees were put into dangerous situations or even suffered 
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violence from one of the two organized followers: Mancha Verde (Palmeiras) and Gaviões da 

Fiel (Corinthians). As clarified in the glossary, the unofficial mascot from Palmeiras is a porco 

(pig) and Corinthians is the gambá (opossum). This will be important to remember during the 

analysis of the following lyrics. 

Both mascots are used by the followers of both clubs as objects of mockery toward one 

another. Geographically, the headquarters of the two clubs could not be farther apart, with 

Palmeiras located in the far west of the metropolis and Corinthians in the far east corner. Both 

clubs share is the same subway line, the red line, which covers the city from east to west. 

Incidentally, the names of the first and last stations were recently changed to Palmeiras-Barra 

Funda and Corinthians-Itaquera respectively. 

 I myself had a situation in this subway line when I, alarmed by hearing the chants from 

Gaviões da Fiel in the distance, had to quickly dispose of the Palmeiras jersey I was wearing 

before the group of Corinthians followers spotted me. Otherwise, the chances of me  suffering 

mob aggression from them were extremely high, all because I was crossing an invisible border. 

This brief digression is important for the reader to understand how much hate and violence can 

be put into the concept of borders (territory) when talking about Brazilian football.  

In the chant below, “Só Quero” (All I Want), there is a notorious trace of national 

ownership. It is redundant at this point to mention that the lyrics of most chants will dedicate 

some lines to that pure and quintessential quality of national music, such as lines 9 to 11 of this 

chant for example. Also present is the cheerful encouragement that unifies followers in order to 

direct positive incentives toward the players, as seen in line 3. Stanzas 1-2 emphasize ownership, 

where the followers are looking at the players, evaluating not only performance but also how 

much they are willing to sacrifice for victory. This idea is clearly emphasized in stanzas 4–5. 
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These can be read as intimidation tactics aimed within borders, separating “us” from “them”— 

followers and players— where followers will always be there, permanent agents, and players are 

transitory. Lines 6–7 allude to this idea in the text. Summoning Bohlman again, unofficial 

anthems “reflect struggles over historical turf with neighboring nations” (ibid.), and that is 

exactly what lines 12- 14 portray for both followers of Palmeiras and Corinthians. Remembering 

that historical victory, or defeat depending on which side you are on, Mancha Verde both boosts 

the morale of supporters and players in the field, while verbally attacking (with the inclusion of 

curse words) and minimizing the other. 

Só Quero (Em 93)/ All I want (In 93) 
27 

1. Mas eu só quero, que venham 

jogadores 

2. Que honrem a camisa e lutem sem 

parar 

3. Vamos Palmeiras 

4. Com força de vontade 

5. Mostrando para torcida muita garra 

para ganhar 

6. Passam- se os anos 

7. Passam- se os jogadores 

8. A Mancha está presente e nunca para 

de cantar 

9. Por isso eu estou aqui 

10. Eu sou Palestra de coração 

11. Eu te sigo em todas as partes com a 

força da paixão 

12. Em 93 nós ganhamos o Paulistão 

13. Foi em cima dos gambás, (filha da 

puta) 

14. 4 a 0 para o Verdão 

 

 

 

 
27 Só Quero (Em 93). Anthology Track 7: https://youtu.be/o0PnpP7jG4A 

 

 

1. But all I want is that the players who 

come 

2. Honor our jersey and fight without 

end 

3. Let’s go Palmeiras! 

4. With strength and Will 

5. Showing the followers the strength 

to win 

6. The years pass by  

7. The players pass by 

8. The Mancha is present and will 

never cease chanting 

9. That is why I am here 

10. I am Palmeiras in my heart 

11. With passion, I follow You 

(Palmeiras) everywhere  

12. In 93 we won the Paulistão (São 

Paulo regional championship) 

13. It was on top of the Gambás 

(Corinthians supporters) *sons of 

bitches 

14. 4 x 0 for the Verdão

https://youtu.be/o0PnpP7jG4A
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Figure 4 – “Só Quero”(Em 93) / “All I Want” (In 93) 

 

Another example of these instances of nationalism by Mancha Verde is a  chant often paired with 

“Só Quero” and everyone's favorite, “E a Gambazada Viverá a Chorar.” 

 

1. 28Quando foi jogar no chiqueiro 

todos eles correram! 

2. Não tiveram força nem garra para 

nos enfrentar! 

3. Do Palmeiras fiz minha vida, é você 

que eu venero! 

4. Sempre ao seu lado não importa que 

estádio jogar! 

5. O verde, o branco e o vermelho é a 

cor do meu vício! 

6. Todo amor que eu sinto por ti, eu 

vou passar pro meu filho! 

7. Pro resto da minha vida estarei 

contigo! 

8. Pra mim não importa . . . perder ou 

ganhar! 

9. Se o Palmeiras jogar a Mancha está 

lá! 

10. E a gambazada viverá a chorar! 

11. Porque ao nosso Verdão nunca irá se 

igualar! 

 

 

1. When they came to play in the 

Chiqueiro, all of them fled! 

2. They neither had strength or Will to 

face us! 

3. I have made Palmeiras my whole 

life, it is they that I worship! 

4. Always by your side regardless of 

where you play! 

5. The green, the white, and the red are 

the colors of my addiction! 

6. All the love I have for thee, I will 

pass along to my son! 

7. For the rest of my life I will be at 

your side! 

8. For me it does not matter . . . 

winning or losing! 

9. If Palmeiras plays, Mancha will be 

there! 

10. And the Gambazada will forever 

weep! 

11. Because they will never be like our 

almighty green

 

 Figure 5 – “E a Gambazada Viverá a Chorar” / “And the Gambazada Will Forever Weep” 

 

 
28 Anthology Track 28: 

https://youtu.be/GY6KCAYpu7g 

https://youtu.be/GY6KCAYpu7g
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Before diving into an analysis of the music I ask the reader to take a detour and read the 

several glossary entries in the footnotes referring to Palmeiras and Corinthians, as they are 

essential for fully understanding the translated text. 

 We are now prepared to categorize this chant into three parts, as we did with the 

previous chant (“Só Quero”). The constant physical presence of the organized followers, offering 

incentive (but also a reminder of their watchful eyes on the team), returns in line 9 (the same 

message can be found in line 8 of the previous chant). After digesting the lyrics and music for a 

while, one can understand that this chant relies on the amplification of nationalist intents. Here, 

everything is exaggerated, testing the limit of verbalized passion and unconditional love and 

enlarging the nationalist passion, beyond borders . This quintessential nationalist quality in the 

lyrics is exaggerated, amplified to an almost fanatic, religious level. As the common saying goes, 

“in Brazil, football is not a sport, rather a religion.” This saying proves true in this example: 

unconditional love plays a dramatic role in the lines and the use of words like “addiction” and 

“worship” (lines 3 and 5) corroborate with the intent established by the text. Words like “love” 

(line 6) will fulfill its function of religious unconditional love towards a deity, where the next 

two stanzas (7 and 8) will deliver the message of admiration and devotion regardless of any 

difficulties. There is a sense of unshakable trust here, a complete surrender of the self to 

something larger (line 3). Stanza 3 also generated one of the most famous one-line chants from 

Mancha Verde, “Palmeiras Minha Vida é Você / Palmeiras you are my life,” bringing forth a 

spontaneous offspring generated directly from the collection of chants produced and spread by 

the fans themselves. With this action. the idea of legacy is established. Interestingly enough, this 

idea is materialized in line 6, where the supporter, out of their everlasting love for the “nation,” 

will pass on this love, as an inheritance, to the next generation. Yet, this religious approach is not 
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exclusive to Palmeiras by all means. Clubs like Corinthians also play around with this imagery, 

corroborating and justifying the undeniable and unconditional support and devotion behind the 

oftentimes atrocious acts seeded with national fanaticism. The chant “Eu Só Quero (Em 93) / All 

I want (In 93),” like the previous one, is surrounded by the embedded fragility that comes with 

true devotional love encased in nationalist border walls. Again, it is targeting a specific “enemy 

nation,” the same one as before, Sport Club Corinthians Paulista. The tone here is again 

aggressive, relying mostly on mockery as a sonic tactic to decrease the opponents’ morale during 

matches. The ultra-masculine imaginary can be found everywhere in lines 1–2, and 10–11.  

Although, this ultra-masculinity is not yet turned into manifestations of violence as in the chant 

we are about to see. 

 

Violent Sounds  

 

Military music mobilizes the nation to undertake action in the name of the nation. Its 

conscious goal is to generate moments of “unisonance,” when the nation recognizes itself 

in the collective actions of a military force and, by extension, in the more abstract 

performance of that collective through ensembles dedicated to the ritual performance of 

military music.” (Bohlman 2002, 108) 
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Image 3 – Mancha Verde/s militant fans marching while being escorted by the estate 

police. 29 

As mentioned above, this ultra-masculinity and virtual portrayal of violence is deeply embedded 

in the actions of the followers and it is unfortunately widely accepted in the inner circle of the 

most active and fanatic members of these groups (in this case, Mancha Verde and Gaviões da 

Fiel). I hope that the history I shared about my distress in the subway served to illustrate how a 

simple sound(me hearing/or not hearing the rousers in the distance), or a potential visual impulse 

(them seeing me wearing a rival’s jersey), could trigger group manifestations of violence.  

History and human nature have proved that these borders (material or idealistic ones), are 

built within animal species as well, as if to justify their own existence, a group of individuals of 

one caste extinguishing an outsider’s threat. Social animals that we are, there is something 

horrendously natural about our capacity for hatred and violence toward whatever is not within 

 
29 Photo credit: Organizadas BR. Website: http://www.organizadasbrasil.com/ 
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our “nationalist” perimeters, something that bypasses any sort of social moral compass. Events 

like the rise of Nazism, racial segregation and apartheid laws, the killing of any foreigner who 

entered Japanese borders during the Tokugawa shogunate (1623–1651), are only a few among  

the myriad of historical examples that we have. Trapped in that subway station, had I not been 

alerted by the sounds coming from the group of militant fans from Corinthians chanting loudly 

enough so I could hear them from a distance, I would have most likely suffered a mob beating, or 

at the very least aggressive verbal intimidation, just for the fact that I was wearing a different 

football jersey from theirs. 

The fact here is that the confluence of bodies sharing the same sonic experience, as if this 

group were in a stadium chanting during a game, boost violent reactions toward what is 

considered their “national border.” In this example, we witness a “movable national border.” 

Herrera excellently puts this into context in Argentinian football: “What I find significant is that 

when violence does erupt, the shared experience of assembled bodies moving- and sounding-in-

synchrony becomes one of the structuring frames of interpretation for such actions. This is not a 

case where language operates symbolically, generating an argument to support or oppose. 

Instead, violent behavior is interpreted in relation to a “feeling” experience of collective 

movement and synchronized sounding of congregated bodies” (2018, 490). The 78th Academy 

Award Best Picture of 2004, “Crash,” portrayed this human condition of gender, caste, and race 

borders we all build and are affected by, suggesting that collision, oftentimes a violent one, is the 

only answer we can find to define our own borders that makes us feel perceived as individuals by 

society. There, inside that subway station, the playful and ludic sonic group experiences, present 

and particular to a game situation, were bleeding off into an urban and socially shared 

environment (public transportation, in this case). 
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1. OOOOOO A Mancha Verde é um 

terror 

2. Pode Chamar a PM 

3. E me mandar embora 

4. Eu vou ficar xingando 

5. La do lado de fora 

6. OOOOOO A Mancha Verde é um 

terror 

 

1. OOOOOOH The Mancha Verde is 

vicious 

2. They can call the police 

3. And throw me away 

4. I will keep cursing at them 

5. Even from outside the stadium 

6. OOOOOO The Mancha Verde is 

vicious 

Figure 6 – A Mancha é um Terror / Mancha Is Vicious

 

I have chosen this chant precisely because it can be seen as the musical personification of 

the previous paragraph. Here, the chant is embedded in a completely ludic situation— the game 

itself, has an outer “real world” urban function. It complements what Murray Schaefer would 

classify as a component of a total “soundscape,” in this instance  game day.  

If compared with other unofficial anthems and chants discussed so far in this chapter, one 

should notice that the tone in the chant is quite radical. Violence and rebellion against the law 

enforcement system is in no way disguised by national sentiment. In fact, any mention of the 

nation, Palmeiras, has disappeared here. It is not to be found anywhere in the lyrics. Without any 

contextualization regarding Mancha Verde or the group’s affiliation , it would be difficult to 

point out that this chant is about any team, or even about sports in general. The chant is an open 

war call against the military police, polarizing the “us” and the “them.” The “other” is the state 

itself. This trespasses the realm of sports, the location of the stadium, and its surroundings and 

operates within the urban social sphere—within the fallacies of society. Such sonic intimidation 

also works as a call to arms for others in the same caste, against a common enemy, the state. It 

reinforces the borders of this very caste, realizing a new ideal state, where its two-facet walls are 

made of both love and hate, provoking a chemical bond wherein one element is dependent on the 
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other to be complete. Accordingly, the notion of fixed and movable (nationalist) territories is 

established. The fixed territory, which is the surroundings of a stadium, serves as a catalyst of 

local pride among followers. As Dan Porsfelt observes: “There is some scientific support for 

stating that among dedicated supporters in particular, there are strong senses of local pride and 

identification within particular cities and locations, and that the local football team becomes an 

important catalyst for, and a manifestation of, these identifications” (2009, 193). Yet this local 

pride is carried around by these groups, nationally and internationally, and with them their 

nationalist sounds follow. 

A characteristic example of such pride would be the most iconic and famous group of 

organized followers in the world, the British “Hooligans” whose means of support, their 

“aguante” in Latin American terminology, has even become a transnational cultural aspect of the 

“ideal supporter’s way.” The “Hooliganism” ideology is spread all over Europe and an act of 

Hooliganism is tied to an act of violence, either psychological or physical, usually targeted 

against an adversary team and its followers .  

The territory then becomes wherever this group is located, spanning many miles—from 

the hotel hosting them to the place of the match, for example. As part of their intimidation 

tactics, the chants sung en route to the stadium will be of similar content and tone as the one 

analyzed in this subchapter (“Mancha Is Vicious”), when addressing Swedish Hooliganism 

Porsfelt states that; “Different artefacts such as songs and rhymes (about the enemy), symbols 

(often related to the enemy or hostility) and practices such as the establishment of various 

territories to visit in connection with matches or parties also arose” (2209, 195). In conclusion, I 

hope it has became clear that similar aspects within the complex social and behavioral spheres 

that surround the act of supporting football transgresses cultural and linguistic borders.  
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Folk, Gender, and Bias in the Unofficial Chant’s Agenda – A Case Study of the 

Ceará Sporting Club  

 

A common aspect of football chants around the world is the connection between the folkloric 

musics native to the geographical region of a specific team or league of teams, and the 

appropriation of these musics by supporters to reinforce their nationalist agenda. When 

professional goalkeeper Fernando Prass (b. 1978) was asked about the difference in sound 

coming from the bleachers when moving from São Paulo (Southeast) to Fortaleza (Northeast), 

where he now plays for Ceará Sporting Club, he replied: 

 

 In relationship with my experiences with sounds it is for me very related to music 

itself. Here in the northeast they have a groove and rhythm, the ‘batida’ [a hybrid 

concept that lies in between drumming and groove] is different. The songs are 

more [pause] how can I put this? They seem to be more improvised, more [pause] 

I do not know if more fun is the right way to put it. In São Paulo you have rock 

’n’ roll for example and here you have the folkloric music of the northeast like 

forró for example. Yeah, the batida is different. 

 

Certainly, he knows from his own cultural bias that; even though not in an equal way, the music 

of Northeast and Southeast Brazil is present throughout the country. The musical genre forró, 

which he refers to in the interview, is without question the most iconic sound that constructs the 

sonic folk imaginary of this region. It is also the most popular around bars and dance clubs in 

São Paulo city, since São Paulo was the epicenter of a major migratory movement from North to 

South in the history of Brazil, starting in the 1930s. According to my research, of all the twenty-
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seven chants that belong to the largest organized follower’s group of Ceará, the Cearamor (direct 

translation: Ceara Love), I did not find an example of a stadium chant that appropriates a forró. 

Instead, I have found many tracks that use pre-recorded tracks of another regional genre, Tecno-

Brega, a mixture of electronic beats from the 1980s clubhouses and brega from the Northeast, 

but not as popular in the South. For comparison, the “Tecno-Brega" movement can be somewhat 

related to the South African Kwaito30. Interestingly enough, I have also found some batidas (in 

the chants sung) that remind me of Brazilian national rock ’n’ roll; such as in the chant “Alvi-

Negro Eu Sou,” that resembles the drum part of the song “Tropa de Elite” from the São Paulo 

rock band, Tihuana. This song became extremely famous after the international boom of the 

movie Elite Squad (2007), from Brazilian director José Padilha. A comparative view of both 

batidas (taking into consideration the timbre produced by the instruments in both) will exemplify 

the connection between them: 

 

 
 

 
30 For more on Kwaito Music please refer to Steingo, Gavin. 2016. Kwaito's promise: music and the aesthetics of 

freedom in South Africa. 
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Image 4 – Comparative Batidas from “Tropa de Elite”31 and “Alvi-Negro Eu Sou” 

 

 

Could cultural bias of a region influence the sounds that one hears? Perhaps. Another 

passage that caught my attention Mr. Prasss  use of the word “improvised.” The drummers of 

organized supporter groups usually rehearse on a weekly basis and for a fair amount of time. 

That can be seen in the video32 of the same chant “Alvi-Negro Eu Sou,” where the bateria leader 

performs what is known as parada (break), at 00:14. It is clear that this is not improvised, and 

definitely assimilates/assembles a great amount of ensemble practice and individual technique. 

So why did Prass hear this music “more improvised” than the version he was more used to in the 

years he spent playing in São Paulo city? 

In an admittedly superficial but useful comparison, Brazilians consider the Northeast 

region and São Paulo much like Americans distinguish Miami and New York City, respectively. 

The first is a coastal area, with a culture and lifestyle that is perceived as folkloric to other 

regions (especially southern ones) and is considered more flexible, relaxed, and uplifting. These 

biases usually come as both a compliment and criticism. The same goes for what is considered a 

very intense and fast-paced social mindset that Paulistas are perceived to have, similar to other 

 
31 Anthology Track 9 (first eight seconds only): https://youtu.be/cTbaXRqWrjk 
32 Anthology Track 10 (first twenty seconds): https://youtu.be/llxJwjx46kQ 

https://youtu.be/cTbaXRqWrjk
https://youtu.be/llxJwjx46kQ
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metropolises around the world, in this comparison New York City. More than that, it hints at a 

subtle comparison between the undeveloped and developed parts of Brazil. 

 Ceará team followers can be just as influenced by rock as other regions in Brazil 

(including São Paulo) as evidenced by the rock band “Selvagens a Procura de Lei,”33 based in 

Fortaleza. This band made a rock reinterpretation of the club’s official anthem.34 

Perhaps what may have influenced Prass to think of this music as “more fun” than the one 

made in the stadiums of São Paulo is the concept of “localism”, as developed by Dan Porsfelt, a 

brilliant fit to the matter at hand and conclusion to this subchapter:  

 

There is no doubt that the emotional, time-consuming and expressive connection with a 

football club may be a manifestation of a class, social or geographical position in which 

the identification with a certain club is, so to speak, taken in with the mother’s milk. Born 

in East London? Well, then you are “West Ham” (or, less likely, “Leyton Orient”). Grew 

up in inner-city Torino? Well, then you are “FC Torino” and not “Juve” (those “rednecks 

from the countryside and southern Italy”). The examples are many. As a sports geographer, 

John Bale observed in 1988: “There can be little doubt that it is through sport that current 

manifestations of localism (and regionalism and nationalism) are most visible.” There is 

some scientific support for stating that among dedicated supporters in particular, there are 

strong senses of local pride and identification within particular cities and locations, and that 

the local football team becomes an important catalyst for, and a manifestation of, these 

identifications. The right answer can be various, but the form and batida (the excessive 

amount of slang used in the lyrics) of this last chant can show us one of them. In this chant 

we have a chorus, and choruses are major signifiers of collectivity and referential memory. 

(2010, 193) 

 

 

 
33 Band’s official website: http://sapdl.com/ 
34 Anthology Track 11: https://youtu.be/Ghyq06dr5h0 

http://sapdl.com/
https://youtu.be/Ghyq06dr5h0
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Gender and Sexuality in the Bleachers 

 

In order to preserve fluency and use the same subject (the club Ceará), I now explore a different 

issue related to social relations and “soundscapes” that surround a football game. In January 

2020, the club officially announced its first ever LGBTQ organized follower group, the Vozão 

Pride.35 The announcement was made via social media and was followed by the tweet, “Often a 

reason for mockery in the bleachers and ‘invisibles’ within the four lines in the field; gays, 

lesbians, bisexuals, and transgender people passionate about the sport ask themselves: do I 

belong here? It is time to give voice to these people, who exist, resist, and do not let themselves 

be overwhelmed by prejudice!” (January 24, 2020). The movement also cites the struggle of 

inclusion among  deep-seated historical prejudice. Homophobic songs are still used frequently in 

stadiums in the country as a form of cursing against opposing fans. At the 2014 World Cup, the 

world “fag” was screamed by  part of the Brazilian followers toward the rival goalkeeper of 

another nation whenever they performed a free kick. Unfortunately, this newcomer sonic culture 

swelled across a major part of the stadium, and continued among the fans of Brazilian clubs after 

the World Cup 2014. Currently, discriminatory manifestations in stadiums, such as homophobic 

crimes, can be punishable by a three-point loss in the table of the national championship 

according to a law issued by the Superior Court of Sports Justice (SCSJ) in 2019. The organ’s 

attorney general, Felipe Bevilacqua, states: 

 

 
35 Vozão (direct translation: big grandfather) is the nickname and mascot for Ceará Sporting Club, in the same way 

that Porco is the nickname and mascot for Palmeiras. 
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 Football is adapting to the new times, and situations and acts like that are no longer 

accepted. The analyses will be on a case-by-case basis, and will be evaluated by judges, 

but the tendency is for it to be fought in the same way as a crime of racism. 

 

An online publication from Vozão Pride followed: 

 

From an early age we are tasked with inheriting the family team and, generally, our first 

contact with the sport happens even in childhood, through the simple act of kicking a 

ball or by something great, like the first trip to a stadium. For some of us, however, the 

relationship with football becomes more difficult with the passage of time. Little by 

little we understand its austere and harmful side, not inclusive to those who do not fit 

the expected standard. 

 

This reality is unfortunately not exclusive to Brazilian football. LGBTQ groups of football fans 

are fighting all over the world for their place and respect in the football environment. Herrera, 

while conducting his research on social behavior in stadiums in Argentina, found even more 

drastic instances of hate towards LGBTQ groups. His research arrives at a very interesting point: 

the whole issue is a matter of domination and power from what are considered to be “true men” 

over these groups, which are called putos (“fake men”). Henceforth, the idea of fake men does 

not only come from sexual orientation, but also from a lack of “fighting spirit,” bravery— the 

bias of masculinity that is imbued in stadiums. Herrera points to the problem in this:  

 

These conclusions, however, are highly problematic because they ignore the semiotic 

snowballing that is taking place. The use of the word puto in chants does not fall in an 

either/or space; instead, puto both indicates lack of aguante and indicates and equates 

homosexuality with fake men. And in the power gained by enunciating it publicly and 

in the open as a way to reduce and break the opponent, it reinforces its history of being 
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used as a slur. More so, to reiteratively present being penetrated as a weakness not only 

places male homosexuality as subordinate and inferior but simultaneously frames 

women’s bodies (almost always invisible in Argentine soccer to begin with) as 

biologically predestined to be penetrated and therefore inherently inferior. My 

simplification here into a series of binaries (heterosexual/homosexual, male/female, 

penetrator/ penetrated) might be equally problematic if not understood simultaneously 

as discourses of power and agency. The power of such utterances lies precisely in their 

claim for control and dominance over others, producing and reproducing the 

marginality of certain behaviors above others. While collective sounding-in-synchrony 

can be uniquely powerful to unite people in feelings of bonding and cohesion, it can 

also propagate and normalize profoundly discriminatory ideas. (2018, 485–86) 

 

Again, I hope the reader sees the connection that this has to militant fans’ chants, that attempt to 

overcome the adversary with sonically intimidating tactics, seeking to dominate the enemy with 

their sonic power. 

As with everything in life, social environments such as stadiums are complex, 

multidimensional, multilayered, dynamic, and ever mutating; even though Ceará club has their 

LGBTQ group of organized followers, the same club also possesses group of followers who 

attempt sonic exclusion of this inclusive movement. The subject here is a chant by organized 

followers’ association Cearamor with homophonic premises and use of homosexuality as a tool 

of moral humiliation toward the supporters of their biggest adversary, the Fortaleza Esporte 

Club, based in the same city of Fortaleza. The chant, entitled “Peia no Leão Gay”36 (Tie with 

Robes This Gay Lion’s Legs), would be troublesome to translate into English, since it is in a 

Portuguese dialect that is local and exclusive to the border regions of Brazil. As an overview of 

the chant I can say that it has a tripartite structure, with two choruses and one verse. The first 

 
36 Anthology Track 12: https://youtu.be/wWg440gtXZw 

https://youtu.be/wWg440gtXZw
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chorus is the repetition of the title, while the second, which closes the chant, is a mixture of 

homophobic content and mockery of the position of the team in national rankings. Interestingly, 

the verse contains almost no hint of homophobia, where its content is the type of “morale 

mockery" and masculinity themes that we have encountered before, such as a lack of bravery, 

“machoness,” and power or skills on part of the adversary. The chant is thematically similar to 

the chant “E a Gambazada Viverá a Chorar,” from the Paulista (São Paulo) Mancha Verde. This 

structure somewhat supports Alabarces’ claim that; in the stadiums homophobic acts such as 

chants, have sometimes less to do with sexual orientation and more with power and domination 

of the “other.” 

Controversially, the same organized followers’ group, Cearamor, have a chant dedicated 

to the empowerment and importance of women in the stadiums. The chant called “Bonde 

Feminino – Especial” (The Girl’s Train – Special) is  another interesting case. The chant is a 

paradox within itself, since it celebrates and empowers the physical and sonic presence of 

women in the stadiums while doing so through lyrics that speak about physical violence and  

traces of masculinity. This is accomplished by transforming the female empowerment message 

into a threatening one. Line 14 is a crude example of that: 

1. Elas chegam no estádio, faz um 

sacode geral, 

2. essas minas é chapa quente, 

3. pode crer que tem moral. 

4. Com charme e vibração, 

5. elas chegam invadindo,  

6. quero levantar a mão, 

7. quem é bonde feminino. 

8. Faz o sinal da Cearamor, 

9. quem é bonde feminino. 

10. Bonde Preto e branco,  

11. quando chega fortalece,  

12. bonde feminino é da maior do 

Nordeste (3x) 

13. Charme e porrada no meio do 

corredor, 

14. bonde feminino as gatas da 

Cearamor 

15. bonde feminino é da maior do 

Nordeste. 
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1. They arrive at the stadium,  

2. make a general shake, 

3. These girls are trouble, 

4. believe me they have morale. 

5. With charm and vibrancy, 

6. they arrive invading, 

7. I want to raise my hand, 

8. Who is on the girl’s train? 

9. Make the sign of Cearamor, 

10. who is from the female train. 

11. The black and white train, 

12.  when it gets stronger,  

13. the female train is one of the largest 

in the Northeast (3x) 

14. Charm and punches in the middle of 

the corridor, 

15.  female train the cats of Cearamor 

16. The female train is one of the largest 

in the Northeast.

 

Figure 7: Bonde Feminino – Especial/ The Girl’s Train – Special

 

The batida (music)37 is derived from the funk carioca, a well-known and very controversial 

music style that derives from the favela communities of Rio de Janeiro. It is music that is known 

to be responsible for the economic and cultural emancipation of one of the poorest castes in 

Brazil, but also equally known for its lyrics, which condone crime, drug trafficking, and sexual 

violence— all embodied by young girls while twerking to the beat of the “funk.” 

These chants show that any inclusion in this suffocatingly male-dominated world comes 

at a price. The message is clear: if women or members of the LGBTQ community desire to be 

part of this social experience they must accept the terms imposed by a masculine majority.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
37 Anthology Track 7: https://youtu.be/AbiLxCPYSiU 

https://youtu.be/AbiLxCPYSiU
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Chapter 3 

Minor Field Interview: Mestre Gui Gui Nascimento 

 

Case Study: The Charanga Rubro-Negra  

 

Although the idea of a stadium filled with an overwhelming mass of sounds and noises is 

somewhat biased and crucial when thinking of a football match experience, especially in Europe 

and Latin America, that was not always the case. In Brazil, the first musical manifestation on 

record happened in Rio de Janeiro in 1942 during an important match between Flamengo38 X 

Fluminense. The leader of the orchestra that brought instruments for the first time into a football 

match was named Jaime de Carvalho. Jaime was a migrant from the far Northeast of Brazil, a 

region known for its musicality, which is embedded in the very core of social lifestyle of its 

people. Carvalho entered with some fifteen musicians into the stadium, carrying one trombone, 

two clarinets, and miscellaneous percussion instruments. The first sonic contact between the 

orchestra, the athletes, and the press was controversial and divisive. Radio commentator and 

composer Ari Barroso publicly expressed his dissenting opinion declaring during his radio show 

that it was not a band he heard but rather a collective of noisemakers.39 Soon after he ironically 

baptized the band as Gaiato de Charanga40 or simply Charanga, as it was commonly called by the 

 
38 Flamengo would become within the years the football club with the largest numbers of supporters in the whole 

country, acquiring the nickname of “team of the people.”  
39 This is an adaptation of his words, originally in Portuguese.  
40 Gaiato de Charanga is a slang that signifies a group of musicians that are out of tune and out of rhythm.  
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people. It was one year after its debut that the Charanga had to face the sports justice of Rio de 

Janeiro; Carvalho and his orchestra had found a very peculiar purpose for their intent since the 

band’s quality was questionable, to say the least. It so happens that the very act of their music 

making would annoy and distract the adversaries, especially the goalkeeper usually positioned a 

few feet from the band. The situation became so extreme that the match referee ordered the 

expulsion of all bands and the case went to the court. An unlikely ally emerged in defense of the 

Charanga; Vargas Neto, nephew of the president Getulio Vargas, stood in favor of the orchestra 

arguing that this spontaneous manifestation of people during sporting events contributed to a 

more peaceful and civilized attitude from the followers present. 

From this point on, the music went from picturesque to quotidian in the stadiums. Soon, 

Carnival songs would be incorporated and mixed with the club’s anthems, as well as military 

music from the firefighters marching bands; both traditions would follow the clubs for decades. 

As we see later in this chapter, the relationship between the Carnival schools and football team 

supporters is extremely important, if not essential, for the music made in the stadiums of the 

Southeast region of Brazil, specifically  São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro where the largest 

concentration of wealthy teams and samba schools are located. 
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Image 5 - Charanga Rubro-Negra Official Logo 

 

Interview with Mestre Gui Gui Nascimento, actual leader of the Charanga Rubro-Negra 

 

Image 6 - The Modern Charanga Rubro-Negra  
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41 

April 30, 2020 

 

RB: There wasn’t really a question here. Besides my default introduction to the project itself and 

the fact that I have studied a bit the history of the Charanga Rubro-Negra before approaching Seu 

Gui Gui. 

 

GGN: As we were speaking, everything you said [pause] all is true, all of it. In fact, this 

situation occurred. This, embarrassment [pause] of the supporters . . . no, not from the 

supporters! . . . From the ministry, police, players that would complain of the noise . . . because 

Jaime42 wanted to have a big party. So, you can make your question, and I will help you in what 

I can. In fact, being yourself a composer, and having this background in music, in fact you are 

speaking also to a musician, because I am the current leader of the Charanga Rubro-Negra, I am 

the president of the institution. Many left already, and the Charanga was so big, but in fact the 

band itself is always composed by musicians, and a band of musicians is never of a gigantic size. 

Not big as these militant fans of today, shouting and singing . . . but those are also shrinking. But 

back in the day, the band was formed of thirty, maybe fewer musicians, but it shrank over time, 

and I am always left with ten, twelve musicians. Nowadays, I play with a small-sized band, few 

musicians . . . between six to ten people max, okay? It is what it is. But today the group is more 

professional, okay? Nowadays, I try to gather better musicians, because in fact, this name 

Charanga connotes a group of musicians who are out of tune, and today we do the contrary 

[pause] people come and say: “Geez, I did not know that the Charanga was like this, with this 

name, but you” . . . [he did not conclude]. I was already praised by Paulo Moura,43 and other 

great musicians when seeing the Charanga playing would stop and say to me: “That is cool man, 

you guys can do some cool harmony, very pretty, that is so cool, congratulations” . . . and also 

the rhythm right? I have a percussion degree, I play the drums, and played a lot already in big 

 
41 Mestre Gui Gui Nascimento is the second musician (playing snares) from right to left. 
42 Jaime de Carvalho, founder of the Charanga Rubro-Negra, the first musical group to act in a football 

match. Established in 1942, in Rio de Janeiro. 
43 Paulo Moura (July 15, 1932–July 12, 2010) was an internationally famous Brazilian clarinetist and 

saxophonist. 
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bands, jazz . . . so I have these influences, also played some time in orchestras, therefore I have 

this knowledge. I also studied the piano [pause] so I have good musical knowledge, okay? Thus, 

everything you want to know about the Charanga I can help you, okay? I will say the things and 

you translate it to English, agreed? 

 

May 5, 2020 

 

RB: Could you speak about your trajectory as a musician? What is your history behind joining 

the Charanga Rubro-Negra until the present-day? You spoke about the group a bit in our last 

conversation. Today, what are the instruments that compose the present group that you lead? 

 

GGN: Good Afternoon Rodrigo. The name Charanga refers to a group of musicians who play 

out of tune. And who called the group that for the first time was the great Ari Barroso, 

Flamenguista [a supporter of Flamengo] and also radio host and he [pause] worked at the 

National Radio at that time [he was referring to the 1940s], and here is the thing; the Charanga 

would play right next to him, where he would narrate the game from his station, making a lot of 

noise. As we already spoke, people complained about that and he also did. He actually screamed 

at the microphone during a match, he screamed very loud actually: “Isso não é uma banda de 

músicos! Isso é uma Charanga! (This is not a band of musicians, this is a Charanga!),” thus 

Jaime, who was the founder of the group, together with Dna. Laura [though not specified, she 

was probably Jaime’s wife] said to her: “Laura, Ari called us Charanga. . . . I actually like this 

name, it sounds nice!” You see, before this event, the group was called Avante Flamengo. 

After this event with Ari Barroso, Jaime then decided to change the name from Avante 

Flamengo to Charanga Rubro-Negra. As I said, he did that because he thought the name was 

cool, and they kept playing at the games. They kept minding their own business, but people 

would still complain about the noise, but we continued until the present day, as we find ourselves 

[the Charanga] right now.  

Today, despite being the first group of “militant fans” in Brazil, the Charanga has become 

a company, where I am the president of this company, and our band goes to the matches, but we 

mostly stay at the Radial Leste [a neighborhood close to Maracanã Stadium in Rio de Janeiro] 

because we are sponsored by Espaço Rubro-Negro [official outlet store of Clube de Regatas 
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Flamengo], so we play mostly there, thus not playing inside the stadiums together with the 

organized fans, we are not together with them [pause] because we are a peaceful fan base, a 

peaceful group of fans, we advocate and promote for peace and joy that music brings. Our band 

is an instrumental band [thus there are no singers in our group], although we do play the chants 

from the organized fans’ base in instrumental versions of the same. So you asked me: “How do 

you manage and build the repertoire?” The repertoire we rehearse and polish, and at each time 

we perform, we talk to each other and I tell them where there was a flaw or place of 

improvement—being in the rhythm or even melodic, for example—if there are too many or too 

few notes in the arrangements, and we go on polishing these songs and moving on with life. 

[pause] 

The Charanga is a true symbol of Flamengo, a group of supporters [militant fans] who 

became a band. Back in the early days, we even had followers ourselves, people who would 

become affiliated with us like one does with a club, but these days are in the past. Today, we are 

a non-profit organization where, as I told you, I am the president. We were founded in 1942 and 

are celebrating seventy-seven years this year [pause] Those were times of turbulence, a time of 

war, thus not great times to leave in . . . in fact, we are leaving in a very similar context 

nowadays, not so different from those times if you may, times of difficulty [pause], and it what’s 

right in the middle of this turmoil that Jaime insisted to gather his friends to go and support 

Flamengo playing. They were a very serious group, all wearing ties, but they were committed to 

bringing joy, with singing and shouting, something that would cheer up the spirit. That would 

promote peace. We conserve this philosophy here.  

At Jaime’s time, he did not allow even the use of offensive language, and it was 

prohibited for the group to enter without being dressed in the uniform of the team or the 

Charanga. They themselves [the group] would create their own vestments, Dna. Laura 

embroidered them [the clothes]. Later here [he kindly sent me a collection of pictures], I am 

going to show you one of Jaime’s shirts that she embroidered. She created everything, the 

vestments, the flags. Also, back then, the musicians would produce their own instruments. They 

would create them sometimes, stretching skins on tin cans, etc. Thus, the name Charanga 

perhaps.  

Today she [the Charanga] is more “tidy” (organized). We look for good musicians, 

musicians that get paid to play thus having the responsibility of delivering a good job. That is 
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why I told you, we really work on polishing the tunes. That is why back then we had more than 

thirty people in a group and now we work with six to ten musicians. Basically, we do the same 

thing as before, but now we try to include interesting things like counterpoint and preparing a 

good harmony. So much that one that listens to us will notice the refined rhythm, harmony and 

melody that we prepare. That is it for now, I will think of more to tell you later. 

 

May 4, 2020 (later on the same day) 

 

GGN: As I told you, Rodrigo, this person, the founder was Jaime de Carvalho [Image 4]. That 

picture in B&W [Image 5] is from the band on the field [football field]. The other is of the band 

with “O Cunhado” Asa [a direct translation would be: the brother in law] [Image 6]. He was also 

coming to Maracanã Stadium. [At this point of the interview, it was still not clear that this 

character, Asa, was in fact the brother-in-law of Jaime de Carvalho.] And the jersey and flag 

[Image 7] was one of our first, that Laura would embroider. [pause] I will talk more later. 

 

 

Image 7 – Jaime de Carvalho, Founder of the Charanga Rubro-Negra 
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Image 8 – Charanga Playing at Maracanã Stadium 

 

 

 

Image 9 – Charanga Playing at Maracanã and Asa “O Cunhado” (first on the left) 
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Image 10 – Charanga Rubro-Negra Uniform 

 

Later the same day: 

 

Mestre Gui Gui sends me a new picture: 

GGN: This is “o cunhado,” Asa [Image 8]. He was the vice president [I did not get these dates 

from him]. He also took care of the Charanga. He had the keys to lock up the instruments and 

flags in the Maracanã. Those were the golden days of the Charanga, a time that the group was 

very strong. Asa, Antonio Soares de Azevedo, O Cunhado. He was Jaime’s right-hand man. 
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Image 11 – Asa “O Cunhado” 

 

 

Image 12 – The Charanga Rubro-Negra Football Team 
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In this photo you can see that the Charanga had its own football team at the time. During leisure 

time they would reunite to play against other militant fan groups, even some smaller professional 

amateur teams. They would all invite the Charanga to play, so that is, we also had a football club 

back in those days.  

 

Image 13 – Dona Laura. Vice President of the Charanga Rubro-Negra 

 

This is Dna. Laura, Jaime’s wife. Also deceased. She was of an age that was close to the past, the 

one who would tell me all the histories. We spent a lot of time together in the Charanga. After 

the passing of Jaime, Mr. Teixeira was the one in charge, his nickname was “bem-quebrado” 

[there is no direct translation to English]. And after his passing then I was the one to become in 

charge of the Charanga, at this time I transformed the group into a non-profit. Dna. Laura would 

hold the command of everything . . . and after she passed, I now hold the torch. Okay, there is 

more soon. 
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Image 14 – Jaime de Carvalho Leading the Common Followers at a Flamengo Game 

 

He [I am certain he was referring to Mr. Jaime de Carvalho here] used a megaphone to 

communicate with the militant fans. His daughter had a siren. There was this lad who also would 

play a bell, he would play that bell all the time. And the volume would rise to match the noise 

level in the bleachers during a game. At this time the number of supporters in the stadium was 

increasing fast. So Jaime would scream in the megaphone: “Hey sir! Put your shirt on!” The 

Charanga became a point of reference in the bleachers. Sometimes even parents would lose their 

children during the game and they would rely on the Charanga to find them. He would call them 

through the megaphone.  

 

To close the interview, I asked Mestre Guigui Nascimento about the female role in the 

Charanga over time. He sent me the names of the women who participated in the Charanga (non-
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musicians) of the old era, they were: Dona Laura, Suely, tia Lena, Lia Formiga Toninha, Teresa. 

Today there are two women acting in the administration: Vice President Adry Santos Musa and 

Renath Carvalho. As well as female band member; Maria do Carmo (percussion instrument: 

Tamborim). [Image 12] 

 

Image 15 – Maria do Carmo, First on Left and the Charanga 
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Image 16 – Maria do Carmo, Tamborim Player  
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Chapter 4 

“Meu Palmeiras” 

 

Where does it come from? 

 

In 2015, together with the opening of the season in the new arena, Allianz Parque, a novice 

sonic-social event began emerging from within the bleachers: the words “Meu Palmeiras” [My 

Palmeiras] started to be sung at the opening of the Brazilian national anthem. The act of singing 

some other chant or unofficial anthem before the national anthem was not completely new. In the 

southern state, Rio Grande do Sul, it was somewhat common for followers from local teams to 

sing their state’s anthem prior to the Brazilian one. There is, however, no registered case, at least 

as prominent as “Meu Palmeiras,” of a group of followers appropriating the melody of the 

national anthem to sing words on top of it.  

 None of the interviewees in this paper could point out exactly when or by whom such act 

started, or if it was made by the Mancha Verde’s people or by the newcomers who began 

attending matches in the new stadium due to its modernity (see Marcel Ramalho’s interview in 

Appendix 1). The fact remains that “Meu Palmeiras” is something totally different from anything 

else that ever happened in Brazilian football history. It is a purely sonic event, becoming the 

object of aversion and affection, as well as a point of geographical and emotional reference (see 

Fernando Prass’s interview in Appendix 1). 

We now arrive at the conclusive part of this social-sonic journey. Arriving again, like, but 

with recently gained baggage at the phenomenon “Meu Palmeiras” briefly discussed in the 
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introduction and first chapter. As said before, this subject was the central idea behind my 

impetus to write this essay. 

  

Finding Answers 

 

After researching, reading about, and interviewing several subjects related to SEP and football in 

general, I came to realize that my impulse to write this paper was perhaps based on reasons yet 

unknown to me. It might be the case that the phenomenon “Meu Palmeiras” represents many, if 

not all, the issues discussed in the previous chapters. Here, at this stage, my questions start to 

become answers: 

 

How the “new” public demographics of Allianz Parque influenced “Meu Palmeiras” to 

occur and how political/agenda interests influenced the formation of “Meu Palmeiras.” 

 

Here the idea of the “follower functioning as a social actor,” raised in Chapter 1, works together 

with the idea that the stadium and people combined will produce a sort of meta-reality where the 

impossible is possible (Ivan Bystrina). The impossibility of a nation produced by the voice of a 

group of individuals suddenly becomes possible with “Meu Palmeiras,” sung on top of the 

Brazilian national anthem. It is a catharsis, a ludic act that denies the outside world, by creating a 

new, idealist one. It is perhaps undeniable that this very act collides with political interests, 

placing them within the scope of sports or federal. As the divergent opinions collected from 

interviewees Evair 93,  Marcel Ramalho, and Fernando G. Crispin prove, there is no consensus 

on why and how this phenomenon emerged or for what reason; one believes that this has 

absolutely nothing to do with politics, the second relates the act to a retaliation to Brazilian 
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Football Confederation, the national entity that regulates all football in the country, and, finally, 

the last relates “Meu Palmeiras” to an act of unconditional love toward the club, where “Meu 

Palmeiras” over the national anthem symbolizes a product of nationalist catharsis.  

 

Does “Meu Palmeiras” suffer from the problem of violence and gender/racial prejudice, 

so present in football and discussed in this paper? 

 

Extensively discussed and stressed in this paper, a football game carries a series of social 

problems that are greatly incited by sound. Chants that carry violent, gendered, and ultra-

nationalist messages are rather unfortunately common among a majority of followers. The only 

instance, within the borders of a team, through which followers of all genders and races will find 

unification is in the national music scope, with the Brazilian and respective team anthems. In 

those two instances, the followers, organized or not, sing and feel communion on behalf of 

something larger than anything, which is their love and respect for the nation, being that Brazil 

as a country or the respective team. That is where “Meu Palmeiras”, somehow substituting the 

Brazilian national anthem in the process, becomes such an interesting case; despite the 

demographics found in the different sectors of Allianz Parque and their problems of sonic 

coexistence “Meu Palmeiras” is unanimous among followers as the SEP anthem is. 

 

 “Meu Palmeiras” as an “Imaginary Nation?” 

 

The concept of “imaginary nation” was introduced  in Chapter 2. It relates to the formation of 

football clubs in Brazil and their relationship with the regions and neighborhoods that formed 

these clubs. As we saw with SEP, formed by Italian working-class immigrants, the same idea of 

“imaginary nation” could be applied to many other clubs in Brazil, including: Sport Club 
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Corinthians Paulista (São Paulo state) and Cruzeiro Esporte Clube (Minas Gerais state ) both 

established by Italian families and Portuguesa F.C (São Paulo state) and Vasco da Gama (Rio de 

Janeiro state), these being established by Portuguese families. Spanish families also had an 

important role in the creation of sports clubs that later became football teams as was the case 

with the Jabaquara Atlético Clube, founded in 1914, from the coastal city of Santos 

I assume that the idea of nation in these clubs and in Palmeiras took time to form within its 

followers and that the advent of official and unofficial anthems and chants helped establish the 

formation of this nationalist feeling. Similarly, could “Meu Palmeiras,” with time and new 

generations of followers, also become a culture? Can it become  a sonic space that settles within 

the Allianz Parque perimeters, being so encrusted into the national experience that represents the 

club on a game day? In the interview with professional athlete (goalkeeper) Fernando Prass he 

mentions the “awkwardness” of not hearing “Meu Palmeiras” being performed by the thousands 

of voices frequently present in the stadium on a home game. It is interesting to note how he 

describes “Meu Palmeiras” as a material point of reference along with the type of grass, size of 

the field, and the illumination of the arena.  

 The fact that “Meu Palmeiras” uses national music (in this case the Brazilian national 

anthem) corroborates its functions as sonic personification of the ludic space that Allianz Parque 

represents, this idea of “imaginary nation.” 

 

Can “Meu Palmeiras” be considered an unofficial anthem? Where do the “national” 

characteristics of a national anthem lie, in the music or in the lyrics? 

 

I quote again: “The unofficial anthem enjoys a specific, usually also wide, range of ritual 

functions”— Bohlman (2002, 111).  
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Perhaps this is the most important question I can ask myself in this essay. Having recent origins 

in history (most likely starting in the year of 2015), “Meu Palmeiras” contains a centrality of 

known and yet-to-be-discovered functions that I consider to be unprecedented. For all that has 

been discussed so far, it truly serves a series of rituals but also deconstructs a series of others. It 

also delimits a new territory and sets a new invisible border. In other clubs the nationalist quality 

of football anthems (being official ones or chants) establishes the border between the club in 

question in relation to the other clubs. However, with “Meu Palmeiras,”the fact that it is sung 

using the music of the Brazilian national anthem shows that yet another border is set between 

SEP and Brazil. This in turn broadens the scope of importance from an anthropological and 

political point of view, as it empowers an ultra-nationalist sentiment among its performers. As 

interviewee Fernando G. Crispin describes: “The national anthem symbolizes one’s respect for 

Brazil, more than that, to sing it is a very patriotic gesture. . . . When most of the supporters, . . . 

raise and start singing “Meu Palmeiras” on top of the national anthem, in my opinion, they [the 

supporters] are putting Palmeiras on top of everything else”. Interviewee Doulgas R. Gomes 

takes this performance practice even further. For him, any time the Brazilian anthem is played at 

a sporting event he performs “Meu Palmeiras” on top of it. He started this practice in 2016 

during the Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro.44 When asked about this he answered: “About the 

national anthem; I believe that the ordinary Brazilian, for not possessing a strong patriotic sense 

for the country in general, not as a North American [referring to the USA] for example, will rely 

much of their sports fanaticism with their club of passion rather than with the Brazilian national 

team. So, if you ask any fanatic follower from any club if they would rather win a World Cup 

with the national team or to win a Copa Libertadores da America with their club, ninety-nine 

 
44 This link contains the video footage of a Brasil x Honduras game at the Maracanã stadium in Rio de Janeiro. 

Anthology Track 14: https://youtu.be/WyWXqSUeUS0 

https://youtu.be/WyWXqSUeUS0
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percent will choose the latter. With SEP this feeling is special and stronger, since there is a 

grudge from part of the followers against the Brazilian Football Confederation, the press and all 

the powers that control football in Brazil.” This is quite an interesting argument for two reasons: 

one is that this testimony corroborates the idea that these sonic cultures do indeed establish a 

territory that is movable and dynamic, and the other is that we start to find some connection 

between the testimonials collected during the interviews regarding what “Meu Palmeiras” 

signifies for who performs it. Admittedly, since the beginning this paper has narrowed its focus 

on what surrounds the club SEP; nonetheless, I have brought other clubs into the essay whenever 

I felt it necessary to do so. Again, it is time to bring an “outsider” point of view in regard to 

“Meu Palmeiras.” The person giving his testimony is Dr. Sócrates (pseudonym), a fellow 

University of Chicago alumnus, and follower of Sport Club Corinthians Paulista. When asked 

about what he thinks about “Meu Palmeiras,”45 in all its context with the national anthem, he 

answered: 

  

I was born and raised in São Paulo and am a Corinthians supporter—mostly because of 

my father, who’s a die-hard fan. He still tells me of when he went down to Rio in 1976 to 

watch Corinthians play Fluminense. So many Corinthians fans made the trip [tens of 

thousands in fact] that Maracanã felt more like Pacaembu—the event went down in 

history as “The Maracanã Invasion” [upon entering the stadium a Fluminense player said 

to a teammate: “I think we're at the wrong stadium’]. Corinthians is Palmeiras’s greatest 

rival. This is part of the context for what I felt while watching these videos. I’m a 

decidedly anti-nationalist and anti-patriotic person, but as I listened to “Meu Palmeiras” 

being sung over the anthem's Parnassian melody instead of Duque-Estrada’s original 

lyrics, I was consumed by a strange, overwhelming, and surprising sadness—a sort of 

emptiness one feels at watching a Hollywood-remake of a classic. My disappointment 

 
45 Here the interviewee was reacting to the video found in the Anthology, Track 1. 
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had nothing to do with what the lyrics of the national anthem mean to the nationalist 

spirit; I was disappointed by the song’s sheer lack of creativity, imagination, and beauty, 

which goes [for its entirety]: “Meu Palmeiras, meu Palmeiras / Você é meu bem querer. / 

Eu vou falar para todo o mundo, / Eu vou falar para todo o mundo, / Que eu só quero é 

você. /Eu vou falar para todo o mundo, / Eu vou falar para todo o mundo, / Que eu só 

quero é você.”46 For contrast, this is my favorite stanza from the less-known and seldom-

sung second part of Duque-Estrada's lyrics: “Do que a terra, mais garrida, / Teus 

risonhos, lindos campos têm mais flores; / Nossos bosques têm mais vida, / Nossa vida 

no teu seio mais amores.” I feel like Adorno saying this, but the comparison [or its 

impossibility] makes the Palmeiras song totally revolting at a purely aesthetic level. But 

futebol [football] is a socioeconomic-political-cultural phenomenon. And yet, even [or 

especially!] at all these levels my disappointment persists.  

I grew up hearing stories of a team [Corinthians, to wit] that, in the heyday of 

Brazil’s military dictatorship, mobilized its players and supporters in the fight against the 

government’s censorship, persecution, oppression, and arbitrary power. I grew up hearing 

of a team that replaced its manager with a sociology professor from the University of São 

Paulo and made all decisions about which players would play through a vote in an open 

assembly where everyone in the team had an equal right to vote [and all this at a time 

when these people could not vote for much else]. I grew up hearing of a slender, elegant 

player by the name of Sócrates [a heavy drinker and smoker] take up a leading role in the 

popular social movement for direct Presidential elections [“Diretas Já”] urging his team’s 

supporters to fight for their right to elect their President [in 1982, for instance, the whole 

team had the phrase “Dia 15 Vote” printed in the back for their shirts, prompting the 

public to vote in Brazil’s first multiparty election since 1964]. How does “Meu 

Palmeiras” even compare? Brazil is a different country today, and perhaps “Meu 

Palmeiras” is the type of “social phenomenon” we deserve.  

With all that said, I’m sure that there’s some angle in which “Meu Palmeiras” 

sounds every bit as beautiful as Duque-Estrada’s poem. At an affective level, it might 

 
46 Here, Dr. Sócrates is referring to another of Mancha Verde’s chant, also named “Meu Palmeiras.” This is the 

chant that interviewee Evair 93 refers to when talking, during his interview [Appendix 1] about the sexual 

connotations of some chants by this group.  
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make perfect sense to praise it as a far superior piece to the original, especially for 

Palmeiras supporters who sang it at the stadium as their team was crowned national 

champion [if nothing else, maybe the irony might move them]. Perhaps if I were 

“Palmeirense” [a Palmeiras follower], I’d have a different opinion and it would be just as 

correct as the one I’ve shared—for as we’ve learned from Clarice Lispector: “Pensar é 

um ato. Sentir é um fato” [“to think is an act. To feel is a fact].” With regards to “futebol” 

[football], this cannot be better said.  

 

Thus, can “Meu Palmeiras” be considered an unofficial anthem? Perhaps we should recall 

Bohlman’s words on the subject first: 

 

Unofficial national anthems serve all the functions of a national anthem, . . .unofficial 

anthems usually contain particularly powerful historical narratives, which invests them 

with a common narrative of nationalism. (2002, 11) 

 

Then what are these functions that a national anthem serves? And what are the ones that “Meu 

Palmeiras” will fulfill? Again, summoning Bohlman’s “Traits of the National,” I may find the 

answer, for national musics will:  

 

Emphasis on internal characteristics—the national culture is generated from within and 

finally,—the national language is treated as distinctive.  

 

This question arose from the interviews and testimonials throughout this paper. . “Meu 

Palmeiras” serves as an unofficial anthem, a very special one, for it serves both within the 

territories of Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras and beyond as a true new “imaginary nation” 

state— one that fulfills its population’s nationalistic/patriotic urges. Via sound, and only through 

it, Palmeiras becomes larger than the country it resides in. It can provide the territory where one 

can apply the “model to nationalism and the ideology of fanatic instances of one’s absolute 
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allegiance with the state” (ibid.). It becomes larger than its mother nation, using its sonic 

presence, the instrumental version of the national anthem, as leverage.  
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Conclusion 

 

Over the course of this paper, I have tried to lead the reader to the importance of the unique 

amalgam of sonic phenomena that occurs particularly within a confined space such as a stadium. 

There, during a specific period of time, a new reality emerges via the sounds produced in the 

bleachers. There is a cathartic element to performance experienced while one is a follower in the 

bleachers and even beyond the game itself. A multi-dimensional sonic space is formed; it has 

identity, it creates multiple new realities. Its actors play the game of power, domination, 

empowerment, and elevate their unconditional love toward ultra-fanatic levels. Such fanaticism 

can be transformed into ultra-nationalism, thus creating the phenomenon called “Meu 

Palmeiras.” 

Through the interviews, I have expended a great amount of energy in gathering a 

plurality of voices from real people who frequent and make sound in the stadiums and who 

breathe football in one way or the other, over the course of four generations. I am thankful to 

every single one of the interviewees, for trusting me with their story and contributing to 

ethnographic studies in the field. 

In this essay I have tried to bring the attention of the reader to the fact that football is 

indeed a sonic experience. For better or worse, it is sound that conducts the spectacle. 

Coincidentally, and paradoxically, we live in times where football is obliged to be silent, thus 

bringing new importance to thinking about sound.  

 

Can football exist without its sonic actors? 
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APPENDIX 1 

INTERVIEWS 

 

Methodology 

 

The interviews that were done during my fieldwork in Brazil from March to June of 2020 were 

crucial to the development of this paper and represent the very core of this project. Due to the 

exceptional nature of the year 2020 and the global lockdown, all football events in Brazil were 

canceled during the first semester. Alas, my initial intention of conducting interviews with fans 

and organized followers in loco during and around the matches, as well as traveling to other 

states in search for disparities and similarities among other followers from teams in Southern and 

Northern Brazil, in order to compare these with the main object of research in this piece, the 

Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras from the state of São Paulo, was not possible. The interviews, 

nonetheless, were conducted via audio and video calls and message. I attempted to establish an 

environment that would be as faithful and steadfast as possible to a live experience, including, 

from the interviewer side, exercising the techniques of sociolinguistics suggested by  Charles L. 

Briggs in his Learning How To Ask  (1985, 95): 

 

It is also important to learn how speakers frame queries. What are the proper linguistic 

forms for different types of questions? How do non interrogative forms serve as questions 

in some contexts? Who can ask questions of whom? Obviously, it is terribly important 

for the fieldworker to discover the negative cases—what types of questions are 

inappropriate in what circumstances? It is also crucial to study the acquisition process, for 

example, the appropriate means of learning these rules. In order to become a good 
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interviewer, the researcher will have to develop some degree of competence in these 

sociolinguistic patterns. 

 

This quote was particularly important to me since I have conducted interviews across diverse 

socio-economic spectra of followers and passionate fans. In the pool of interviewees there were 

people who were kind enough to be part of this project but also fearful of having their identities 

discovered and their security jeopardized. For that reason, the names, gender, and ages of the 

interviewed are disguised by pseudomonas, as knowledge of who was interviewed is strictly 

forbidden. The interviews were all conducted in Portuguese and translated to English in two 

stages: first, I would translate word for word and then transform that material (as best as I could) 

into “real” English, as if spoken by a native speaker. Nonetheless, I tried my best to maintain the 

kernel of each interview and the narrative properties inherent to each of them.  

 

About the Interviewees 

 

As the interviews took place, my perspective on my own work increased. The interviewees gave 

me new and fresh views on the matter, perspectives of embedded nationalism in soccer chants. In 

order to receive and broaden these perspectives, the interviewees come from various 

backgrounds and relationships to football. The scope ranges from: ordinary fans, digital 

influencers (Youtubers), sport journalists, a former member of SEP’s board of counselors, 

uniformed fan base leaders, band musicians, former professional players, and active professional 

players. The interviewees reflect four decades of football events in Brazil.  
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Interview #1 with Conrado Cacace. Pseudonym: Evair 93 

April 20, 2020  

RB: I would like to know from you, as a follower from the 1980s to the present, your most 

marking and vivid sonic experiences inside a stadium. I remember in one of your recent 

YouTube shows, that you mention the massive sounds coming from a particular SEP game in 

1999, and how that sound transformed the reality in that game, since you credit that “force” for 

being responsible for the failure from the opposite team player’s last penalty kick. Talking more 

broadly, could you talk about your impressions on how much the sounds that come from the 

bleachers can influence the path of a game, the morale of the players and how much the reality of 

a moment (a match) can be changed by it.  

Evair 93: I have many stories to tell you; one of them is about this project that was attempted in 

2009, which I was actually part of. The idea was to record an album [at the time it was still the 

most common medium used for music recording], with songs that would unite the chants of both 

of the largest organized supporters: TUP and Mancha Verde. It was a time where TUP and 

Mancha were not equivalent in size but still somehow were nose to nose in terms of the noise 

produced in the bleachers. And we noticed that this was actually dividing our common 

supporters. If you compared them with the supporters from Corinthians, their largest organized 

followers: Gaviões da Fiel would lead solely, and the common supporters would follow them 

and the noise produced was tremendous. In our crowd, the TUP and Mancha would dispute the 

lead among themselves, which ended in dividing the common followers, that would not sing in 

unison [here referring not to pitch but to the chants chanted at the same time] among themselves. 

So, the Belluzzo presidency tried to start this project that would unify the chants from both [TUP 

and Mancha Verde] in order to solve this problem. We invited the leaders of the two associations 

for several meetings. We actually established a proposal for a repertoire of chants that would be 

recorded. Chants that would be recorded and later distributed among the followers so that 

everyone could learn how to sing them. The album would include new chants . . . old chants, but 

the old ones would suffer improvements . . . this being changes in the lyrics, where less presence 

of the organized followers’ associations and more presence of the club [Palmeiras] would  be 
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established . . . that was the idea. And it got as far as the production and pre-recording stages . . . 

when a member of the Mancha Verde beat the s* out of Vagner Love.47 President Belluzzo got 

furious and demanded the recording project to be canceled plus wanted to immediately cut the 

club’s relationship with the organized followers and their privileges within the club, culminating 

in the cessation of the album project. 

During this then-unfinished project, I had the chance to talk with the leaders of the 

organized associations at the time, and one of the things they told me was that the chants are 

created spontaneously. One of the best stories I have to tell is that this song that everybody sings 

about the Libertadores cup (“Libertadores é obsessão” / “Libertadores Is an Obsession”) comes 

from a game for which the Mancha Verde followers went to Argentina and heard that phrase 

from the followers from either Boca or River,48 that had this line in one of their chants, and this 

rhythm is something indeed very easy to spot in Argentinian supporter’s chants, . . . this march 

that they usually sing over there. Thus, Mancha tried to do something similar where they inserted 

this line of their own in a song [“Libertadores é obsessão”]. In reality, they copied from the 

Argentinians, even though this cup was never an obsession to us. But that in the end came to 

become an obsession to us [the Palmeiras followers] mostly because of this song, although our 

history proves the contrary. This is really something crazy to think of! How a song made by 

followers came to influence the club’s mentality and bias over time. 

           Another case that I believe is quite odd is when they [referring to Mancha Verde] say 

something such as, “Sabe, eu te quero tanto” / You know that I want you badly . . . you are 

actually saying you want someone so badly, but to a football team. These words have an almost 

sexual connotation to me. You cannot say “I want you badly” to a team . . . this is totally sexual 

[laughs]. You see, there are no criteria at all for these people. Why does this happen? I ask 

myself sometimes. I believe it is because these chants are made by a group of kids on their way 

to the stadium. Going here and there, smoking weed, drinking and . . . during these commutes 

and gatherings they start composing/improvising [chants] until someone in the group stops and 

says “this one is really good!”. From this point it sticks with the three or four in that group and 

 
47 Former SEP player. 
48 Referring here to the Argentinian teams; River Plate and Boca Juniors F.C. 
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starts spreading during the matches like a virus. . . . Thus, in my opinion, the low quality of the 

songs from our organized supporters are result from this very reason. 

April 27, 2020 

 

RB: Something that you said to me earlier about the stadium being silent as a graveyard caught 

my attention. So, as a follow-up question: do you think that the project you were part of in 2009, 

to unify the chant of the militant fans and even taking the spotlight out of these organizations and 

shifting to the club itself was the goal back then. Because I imagine that the supporters who do 

not agree with the militant fan culture, such as Mancha Verde, will not sing along when their 

rousers initiate the chants correct? Promoting these moments of silence in the stadium. . . . Do 

you think that with this project, if it had occurred, it would have brought a different result, a 

much more sonorous stadium now eleven years later?  

 

Evair 93: In fact, this unification ended up happening in 2009. The idea of unifying the two 

major organized followers’ associations emerged when you had a very strong TUP with still 

some strength left, yet making some noise at the stadium. Thus, that unwelcome situation of one 

trying to engulf or traverse the other’s chants was recurrent. 

 

It so happened that with the passing of time TUP disappeared, not that it completely 

vanished, but it became so small as SAVOIA.49 So much so that Mancha ended up adopting a 

song from TUP, that is actually the best song heard in the stadiums, a chant that speaks more of 

Palmeiras than of the association (TUP), so that Mancha had a lot of skepticism toward this song 

at the beginning, especially for being a chant from another association, but in the end, they 

entered into an agreement, where Mancha rousers would sing the song so that both groups would 

sing together. The people from TUP are still there, kind of mingled and chanting, mixed among 

the other organized fans, though, not organized as they once were. 

 

 
49 Another SEP group of organized fans. 
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Thus, you do have a sort of unification of the chants today. The question you asked about 

sometimes the stadium being so silent that it feels like a graveyard is that everybody expects 

Mancha to start the chants. If they do not start, nobody will do anything about it. In the end, it 

lies on Mancha’s hand what is sung in the stadium. If Mancha does not initiate it, most likely no 

one will. 

 

It seldom happens that a chant is initiated by another spot of the arena other than where 

Mancha is. Well [laughs] unless the other sectors are protesting against Mancha. . . . When 

Mancha screws-up, then everyone gets pissed off and starts to tell Mancha to f* themselves. But 

that is all that happens really. Thus, in my point of view, when the stadium is silent the 

responsibility lies on the organized fans and their bateria, like Mancha. [pause] Because they 

placed that responsibility on their shoulders, they have to honor it, so they have to sing non-stop. 

“A Mancha nao para nunca / Mancha never stops,” is one of their chants by the way. . . “Mancha 

never stops singing!” . . . but they do stop. They should not [pause]. 

 

The way I see it, as one of the solutions to improve this problem, is that the club starts 

and finances an official association of organized fans. These people would be placed 

strategically, perhaps at the four corners of the stadium, all with in-ears (audio listening device) 

to be in sync with each other [the percussionists]. So that once decided the next chant, a leader 

would call it: 3, 2, 1, (bang) starts! [pause]. 

 

Of course, these people would have to have protection from the club because it would be 

most likely that Mancha Verde physically attacked them. 

 

Well . . . for me that would be the best solution to the problem. To take out of Mancha’s 

hand the power of the bleachers [he meant here sonically] [pause] but who would have the 

courage to do that huh?! 
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Interview #2 with Marcel Ramalho, social-media influencer 

 

April 28, 2020  

 

RB: Do you remember when and where was the first time that the Palmeiras fans started to 

change the lyrics of the national anthem to “Meu Palmeiras?” Do you remember the first time 

you heard and interacted with it inside the stadium? If you participated in this act, what were the 

sensations you felt/feel when doing it? Considering that this “culture” started at the same time as 

the 2013/2014 political crisis, in your opinion, do you consider this act of the fans to be a 

political act of aversion to the socio-economic scenario of the country in which “Meu Palmeiras” 

comes to symbolize a utopian democratic state since the there is a growing feeling among the 

folk that the state itself no longer represents the interest of the people? 

MR: In relation to the act from the supporters of Palmeiras to change the lyrics of the Brazilian 

national anthem for “Meu Palmeiras” [pause]. I have gone to the stadium for about ten years 

now, from Parque Antartica50 to the Allianz Parque, going to practically every match since then. 

I recollect seeing this event more often in the stadium since the beginning of 2015, end of 2014 

perhaps. In my opinion, this coincides a lot with the new public that attends the games at the new 

arena. It is no news to anyone that frequently attend the games that the profile of the followers 

that come to the Allianz Parque is quite different from the folk that used to come at the old 

Parque Antartica. It is known that a large number of the followers that attend the games in recent 

years (2014 and on) used not to do so before. This is due the rise of ticket prices to attend the 

games, which selects a more elite demographic by default, and obviously because now we have 

more and better infrastructure. Of course, this luxurious infrastructure needs to be paid and the 

costs of maintenance of such a structure is indeed expensive, which changes by a lot the 

relationship between followers and club. 

I honestly did not see that [referring to political protests] with a lot of frequency at the old 

Palestra Italia, to be honest I have never seen that happening at the old stadium, thus I can say 

 
50 The old stadium that laid in the same place where the new arena was built.  
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that is a new culture came to be with the advent of the new arena [Allianz Parque]. This would 

be my first point. 

As a second point to your question, I do not see this as much as a political protest per se. 

In fact, I do not think that this is the case at all. What I do believe, it is something more linked to 

the Confederação Brasileira de Futebol (CBF) [pause]. For the Brazilian football fan, to sing the 

Brazilian national anthem is the same as to sing CBF’s anthem which is the institution that 

represents ultimately, the national football team, and some factors, as for example, the problems 

SEP had with referee mistakes in the past years [pause] CBF never did anything to intervene 

positively about that, in fact, when they did intervene it was to harm the club in some way . . . in 

the SEP supporter’s point of view, of course. 

The agreement between CBF and the most influential TV station [referring here to Rede 

Globo TV] . . . the same station that benefits . . . well, actually I do not mean it benefits others, 

but it definitely does not do anything to help SEP when these “mistakes'” by referees happen. 

They are showing the games with the cameras nationwide. But when polemic plays happen, they 

rather hide it, let’s say. In addition [pause] CBF is a corrupt government institution. . . . And 

[pause] the Palmeirense, from all the big twenty teams in Brazil, believe that the one team that 

suffers most from all this corruption is theirs [pause]. Historically, there are numbers that prove 

that Palmeiras is the club that was the more often victims of referee’s mistakes [referring to 

mistakes that culminate in the loss of points in a championship for example}. In sum, I believe 

this [“Meu Palmeiras”] is more a protest against the institution CBF, an institution that is 

represented by the national anthem sung in the stadium before every game everywhere, than a 

protest against the Constitution, or politics or something of the sort. 

This is my way to see this . . . and also from some people that I remember talking with 

about it at the time [pause] when this started to be praised among the supporters. I even 

remember that some right-wing/conservative supporters gathered to critique the act itself back 

when it started, but that grew accustomed to it later. 
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NB: Although the interviewee disagrees that this is not a political act his answer actually proves 

the opposite, when he admits that the “Meu Palmeiras” phenomenon is an act of protest against 

CBF, a federal sports organ. 

RB: Do you believe in the sonic role of fans in the experiences of catharsis and the 

transformation of the very reality caused by the sounds in the stadiums? Could you share 

moments when the sound of the fans changed the course of a game according to your 

experiences as a fan? 

MR: I am one of the biggest advocates that the sound that comes from the supporters indeed 

motivates the team. This is actually a fight that I am actively involved in. Let me put it this way; 

with this new type of supporter that comes to the new arena nowadays, folk that wouldn’t come 

to the stadium in the worst moments of our history, when the team wasn’t doing so well. . . . 

What happens is when the team is suffering from a difficult situation during the match, the 

supporters won’t sing as much as in the past. In the past there was more chanting overall . . . and 

this is something sad to see. It is sad because it is proved that a team reacts to the chanting that 

comes from the bleachers. The pressure on their shoulders increases when the supporters shout in 

protest or the game will flow better when the chants are the ones of support toward their team. 

And the Allianz Parque stadium has an architecture project that is linked to sound somehow. . . . 

I do not know how this works exactly . . . but I know that it is projected to have a sonic influence 

on the whole structure. 

I have seen multiple times the reaction of the chants influencing the morale of the team. 

And I recall the one time that struck me the most, especially when talking about the new arena, 

was a tied game back in 2017, during the Copa do Brasil if I am not mistaken . . . a game with 

Palmeiras against Cruzeiro [pause] the first half ended 3 to nothing for Cruzeiro right at our 

arena, [pause] thus, the players from Palmeiras went to intermission extremely unmotivated. 

[Sighs] and . . . and the team, with the support of the chants in the second half, because of the 

positive change in their attitude, started to support the team way more in the second half even 

though we were losing 3 to nothing at that stage in the game. [Sighs heavily] The supporters 

boosted the morale of the team and the players managed to tie that game in the second half, a 
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deed that seemed impossible. That game ended 3 to 3, and I believe that if the team had a little 

bit more time, most certainly Palmeiras would have turned the tide in that game. This is the 

biggest example that I testified in person, that the supporters [the chants] influenced severely the 

morale of the team. I do even remember that one player from Cruzeiro at the time; Thiago 

Neves, gave an interview sometime later after the game at that same TV station I was talking 

about previously [Rede Globo TV]. In that interview, he stated that that was one of the biggest 

supporters’ reactions that he has ever seen. I do not recall exactly what his words were, but he 

meant that the supporters from Palmeiras scared the players from Cruzeiro. This was the episode 

that most astonished me as a football supporter. 
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Minor Field Interview #4: Fernando Prass.51 Professional Athlete. Olympic Athlete. 

 

May 19, 2020 

 

RB: Some time ago, when still playing for Palmeiras, at the time playing in an away-game, you 

gave an interview commenting on the fact that it was strange you did not hear “Meu Palmeiras” 

coming from the bleachers during the Brazilian national anthem. Could you comment on the type 

of relationship you have developed with this sound phenomenon? 

 

FP: When I was still playing for Palmeiras, and used to play in away games for them, I suddenly 

would feel odd when not hearing “Meu Palmeiras” while the Brazilian national anthem was 

playing [pause].           I do not think it is even because of the music itself, but perhaps because 

you grow accustomed to it, you create routines inside your stadium, inside your home. As an 

athlete, you end creating points of reference in the stadium you play; how the lights work, the 

field [grass], where the benches are, everything becomes these points of reference where you rely 

on.  

I think that a ritual is formed with these chants. The music that is made in the bleachers also 

become one of these points of reference for the athlete. Thus, this phenomenon of Palmeiras 

followers to sing “Meu Palmeiras” during the national anthem was something extremely 

emblematic, henceforth becoming a personal point of reference for me, something that would 

locate myself in that space, that would give me the feeling that I was home. 

  

RB: As a goalkeeper you have a privileged position of contact with the songs and sounds that 

come from the bleachers. With that in mind, and due to your years of experience on the pitch, 

could you share a sound experience that marked you positively or negatively during a match? 

 

FP: The goalkeeper has indeed a privileged vision of the match, but instead of being something 

that works on my advantage is actually quite the opposite. Being a goalkeeper is to act in a 

 
51 Wikipedia entry: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fernando_Prass 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fernando_Prass
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position that demands an extreme amount of focus, of concentration, for a long period of time. 

Commonly things that happen outside the game will pass unnoticed by the line players, 

especially the offensive players for example; but we [goal keepers] do notice them. We are aware 

of everything that happens for the whole ninety-plus minutes. So I consider that the geographical 

position we are at the stadium is nothing like an advantage to us. 

  

RB: You recently moved from the southeast to the northeast of the country, where you play for 

Ceara. For you, what are the biggest differences between the sounds that come from the stands in 

the two regions? 

 

FP: In relationship with my experiences and bias with sound it is for me very related to music 

itself. Here in the northeastern region of the country the folk have a different groove and rhythm, 

the “batida” [a mix concept that lies in between  drumming and groove] is different. The songs 

are more [pause] how can I put this? They seem to be more improvised, more [pause]; I do not 

know if more fun is the right way to put it. In São Paulo you have rock ’n’ roll for example and 

here you have the folkloric music of the northeast like the forró52 for example. Yeah, the batida 

is definitely different.  

  

 
52 The term forró refers to a musical genre, a rhythm, a dance and the event itself where forró music is played and 

danced. Forró is an important part of the Northeastern Region of Brazil. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northeastern_Brazil
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Minor Field Interviews #5: Zé Mario Crispin. Former Professional Player. 

 

May 17, 2020 

 

RB: You acted as a player at a time when the stadiums were not populated by the organized 

followers’ associations in the model as we have them today. In your opinion, what are the 

differences and similarities between the sounds that the fans made back in the day and now? In 

1979, in the historic semi-final against Flamengo in the middle of Maracanã, you scored the 

fourth goal, thus consecrating the epic victory from Palmeiras. Do you remember the sounds that 

marked that moment right after scoring the goal?  

 

ZMC: Back in my time, the uniformed followers [pause] would carry instruments and several 

big flags on flagpoles. During the match, these followers would be drumming and waving flags 

practically all the time, and this was a good thing in my opinion. Actually, a very important thing 

to boost the team’s morale during the game. Another thing that is important to mention is that 

back then, the adversary team’s followers could also enter the stadium carrying their own 

instruments and flags, and this was very good! 

 

One, being a player, would hear, from inside the field, the chants from both sides, [your 

own supporters] as the other. And this was a spectacle! Because the team, when winning, would 

hear more of these sounds, the drumming, the chanting, the support, and this would aid us a lot 

as players. That energy, that vibration would arrive at the athlete on the field, who would feel 

that he was winning. 

 

Now, another matter also would be, depending on whom I would be playing against: if 

the adversary was of the same size [meaning size of the team], for example, their supporters 

would also push them hard, they would aid the other team to perform a comeback by drumming 

and chanting louder them our side.  

 

The difference with games today is that nowadays it is prohibited by law for a game to 

have adversary followers occupying the same space. That is why the games today are called 
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“games with supporters on one side only.” This for me is the major difference between the past 

and the present in Brazilian football. 

  

RB: In 1979, in the historic semi-final against Flamengo in the middle of Maracanã, defending 

Palmeiras scored the fourth goal, thus consecrating that epic victory. Do you remember the 

sounds that marked that moment right after scoring the goal? 

 

ZMC: That was a memorable game. It happened at the Maracanã stadium, one hundred and 

twenty thousand people were present. I will not say that the number of followers on our side was 

little, I prefer to say that it was sufficient, but of course, the majority of these people present 

were supporting Flamengo. That was an exciting game, full of energy [pause] and the followers 

from Flamengo pushing the team with a tremendous noise [pause]. I was awed by how strong 

that sound coming from the bleachers was coming down for almost the entirety of the match 

from their followers. On how Flamengo followers would push the team all the time with 

drumming, chanting, and the Charangas. 

It was indeed a precious moment in which I was part of, in a stadium that was at the time, 

the biggest in the world. When I scored that fourth goal, it was a tremendous ecstasy! Not only 

for me, to the team, but indeed to all the Palmeiras followers present there. All that I could see 

were Palmeiras followers, who really silenced the Flamengo followers’ chants, who again, were 

by far the majority at that game. A true ecstasy to our followers, chanting so loudly that they 

made the mighty Maracanã silent on the other side. 

 

RB: In the teams that you played, which crowd most positively influenced the performance of 

the players in the stadium? And why? 

 

ZMC: During my career, I played in several clubs. From medium-sized to big. Let me tell you 

which they were: Palmeiras, São Paulo, Santos, and Ponte Preta [all teams from São Paulo state]. 

All of them had a unique way to push the team forward [meaning the followers of each team 

mentioned previously]. And let me exemplify what I mean by that: Santos had a specific 

behavior [again, he was referring to the followers here], Ponte Preta another . . . São Paulo, 

Palmeiras . . . I am talking about the noise made during a match. If we were losing for example; 
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the followers from Palmeiras would incentivize us a lot so that the setback could be turned. 

Another example would be Ponte Preta; a team from outside the metropolitan area of São Paulo 

city, but with a very vibrant and energetic group of followers, who were capable of doing a very 

loud sound in their small stadium.  
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Minor Field Interview #6 – Fernando Giordano Crispim. SEP Supporter, Son of Zé Mario 

Crispim. 

 

RB: Singing “Meu Palmeiras” during the national anthem, is it for you a national / nationalist or 

even political-rebel act by the Palmeiras fans? Or to what do you attribute this phenomenon? 

Were you present or do you know when this phenomenon first occurred in the stadium? When 

that sound first reached your ears, sung by thousands of voices, do you remember what you felt, 

or what your reaction was? 

 

FGC: I do not think it [“Meu Palmeiras”] is a political act more than it is an act of love for the 

club. I remember the first time I heard that [“Meu Palmeiras”] in the stadium. I was actually a 

little shocked to be honest, and I thought: “It doesn’t matter to anyone present here the fact that 

all TV channels are broadcasting this, the radio is transmitting this; everybody is actually singing 

‘Meu Palmeiras’ on top of the national anthem.” 

 

The national anthem symbolizes one’s respect for Brazil, more than that, to sing it is a 

very patriotic gesture. It is a norm, a protocol that in every match the national anthem is sung 

while the players are standing in a line-formation, and the whole stadium public will rise to sing 

it. When most of the supporters, from all the stadiums [we are talking roughly thirty thousand 

people here] raise and start singing “Meu Palmeiras” on top of the national anthem, in my 

opinion, they [the supporters] are putting Palmeiras on top of everything else. And this for me is 

something very satisfying to feel actually. Although I do not consider this a rebel gesture, or 

political whatsoever, but indeed a gesture of love . . . it is the same as saying: “damn, this is 

much more important than anything and anyone . . . this is Palmeiras.” And this is something that 

strikes one deeply, especially when one goes for the first time to the stadium, to a match, and 

encounters such a phenomenon happening. I remember when I took my son to the stadium and . . 

. well, people tend to get very moved by it and are more in love with the club afterward. It 

portrays our strength! That special moment [when “Meu Palmeiras” is sung] is when all that love 

-energy is deposited in that space. Right after that, the Palmeiras official anthem is sung also and 

that is when . . . well, you better get out of our way. [laughter] 
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Again, my first reaction regarding when I heard “Meu Palmeiras” for the first time in the 

stadium was of awe. I was actually concerned and skeptical that we, me included, were actually 

doing that. Actually, covering the lyrics of the Brazilian national anthem with “Meu Palmeiras.” 

 

Well, I guess that really shows that the mass of supporters is really there to incentivize 

the team no matter what. So in my opinion, that is an act of passion, as if in that moment in time, 

Palmeiras is bigger than Brazil, and that’s the reality of that moment for us, that is the reality we 

create to face anyone that comes to face us in the field. 
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Minor Field Paper Interview #7: Ana Beatriz Morais Monteiro, one of the leaders of the 

“Vozao Pride,” the first LGBTQ Organized Follower Association from Ceara Sporting 

Club.  

 

The interviewee Ana Monteiro, prior to the interview, kindly offered some backup and 

introductory material regarding the Vozão Pride. I decided to include this material as a preface to 

the interview. 

(The following was translated to English from the original document) 

 

Vozão Pride Movement 

 

 

Image 17 – Vozão Pride Official Call to Arms 

 

June 2020 

 

OBJECTIVE: To bring together and mobilize the fans of Ceará Sporting Club who belong to the 

LGBT+ community to freely enjoy the club’s games and events, providing a healthy, safe, and 

interactive environment, thus facilitating the inclusion and identification of these people with the 

club. To plead for an end to violence and any discrimination, especially by gender and sexuality, 

within the scope of the Ceará Sporting Club, which includes the end of homophobic chants by 

the fans. In short, to bring LGBT fans closer to the club; promote equality and security for these 

fans; and fight against discrimination and LGBT-phobia in football. 

 

CREATION: Vozão Pride emerged from the union of five LGBT fans + fans’ objectives listed 

above. After the first meeting on January 19, 2020, we opted to join social networks in the same 
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month, today we have more than 3,300 followers on our social networks (Twitter and 

Instagram). The movement was officially launched at 7:14 pm on January 24, 2020, and this date 

was not chosen at random. The number 24 carries the prejudice of being the “deer number” in 

allusion to the old “jogo do bicho,”53 but which still lives today with the stigma and stereotype of 

a society that is still sexist. In the first hours, the movement managed to reach the milestone of a 

thousand followers, and our first publication received about thirty thousand impressions. In 

addition, the profile of Nathan Cearamor (@nathancearamor), who is one of the members of 

Vozão Pride, made a post on Twitter publicizing Vozão Pride and, surprisingly, the post reached 

a mark of 85,000 people. We are proud to be the first LGBT+ fans in the State of Ceará. 

 

GOALS:  

– Bringing the LGBT+ community closer to the club. Mobilization of fans to be present in 

an organized manner at the stadium.  

– [When there are adequate security conditions]. General incentive to join the Ceará S.C. 

supporter partner program. Organize educational material and actions related to LGBT-

phobia. Make the crowd aware of homophobic and discriminatory songs. Encouraging 

fans to purchase official club products. 

 

DATA: Data of affiliates based to our reach on Instagram: 

Men: 52%; Women 48% 

Age: Most members, men and women, are between 18 and 34 years old. 

 

INTERVIEW 

June 8, 2020 

 

RB: Before Vozão Pride was established, what was the LGBTQ group that met in the stadiums 

to cheer for Ceará Sporting Club? Originally, this group was part of one of the other organized 

supporters of Vozão or a group of “non-LGBTQ” fans? What was the reason and when did you 

 
53 Jogo do Bicho is an illegal gambling activity in Brazil where the gambler will choose a number that is assigned to 

an animal. Thus, the number 24 is assigned to the deer. An animal associated with male homosexuals in Brazil. The 

direct translation to English would be “faggot.” 
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feel the need to create an organized fan association that would serve the LGBTQ public? What 

was the space between the original idea and the foundation of Vozão Pride? 

 

ABMM: Prior Vozão Pride was created, we administrators did not know each other entirely, 

only a few members did know each other, in fact. Some of us frequented the stadium with 

friends or organized followers, but there was always the desire for unifying the LGBT public. 

Originally, the idea was to create a social media humor profile that commented on the team’s 

events and during the games. We would use “pajubá”54 language, memes, pop divas, and 

everything that was characteristic of us, LGBTs. With time, we realized that this initial idea 

could not be the only thing happening for LGBT followers of Ceará. Thus, we then created the 

movement’s page on twitter with the aim of attracting LGBT audiences and other allies who 

identified with our internet content, which consists of both humor and human rights and sports 

guidelines. 

 

RB: Do you feel that Vozão Pride is accepted and welcomed among the other organized 

supporters of Ceara? What about the official press of the club? In Fortaleza, are there other 

organized supporters that are aimed at the LGBTQ public, if yes, does Vozão Pride maintain any 

dialogue with these supporters? 

 

ABMM: Right from the start, we were welcomed by a large part of the fans, team pages, football 

movements, and even organized followers’ associations. However, we have not received any 

response or support from the club. Currently, in Fortaleza, there are declared antifascist 

supporters within the three great teams in the state (Ceará, Fortaleza, and Ferroviário). All of 

them allied with the LGBT movement and with members of the public; we do have a good 

dialogue with everyone, and we were very well received and supported. 

 
54 Also called bajubá (with “b” instead of “p”), language can be defined as the “vocabulary and performative 

repertoire of a certain part of the LGBT community (Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals and Transsexuals),” as Carlos 

Henrique Lucas Lima, Professor at UFOB (Federal University of Western Bahia) and author of the book “The 

Pajubeyras Languages: cultural re-(ex)-istence and subversion of heteronormativity” explains: “It is a series of 

words that has its origin in Nagô and Yoruba [African ethno-linguistic groups], and considers linguistic 

appropriations made by homosexuals and transvestites.” Both the Nagô and the Yoruba, spoken in West African 

countries, arrived in Brazil with the African slave route.” Font: SuperInteressante Magazine: 

https://super.abril.com.br/cultura/o-que-e-o-pajuba-a-linguagem-criada-pela-comunidade-lgbt/ 

 

https://super.abril.com.br/cultura/o-que-e-o-pajuba-a-linguagem-criada-pela-comunidade-lgbt/
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RB: Do you have your own chants? If so, could you share one with me? If not, what are the 

songs that Vozão Pride appropriated to generate its sound identity in the context of the game in 

the stadium? And why the chants in question? 

 

ABMM: As we have not yet “debuted” in the stadium as a grandstand movement, we do not yet 

have our own designated corner [section of the bleachers], but we have some ideas to take to the 

bleachers in the future, always consulting our members first. 

 

We are thinking about some music that refers to pre-existing songs from some other organized 

followers’ groups and we also think about parodying songs by LGBT artists in the future. 

 

RB: One of the biggest organized fans of Vozão Pride, Cearamor has inclusive songs like the 

“Bonde Feminino,” but also songs clearly of homophobic content like “Peia no Leao Gay,” 

which targets the fans of Fortaleza F. C. The question is: How does Vozão Pride make itself 

present before the other fans, sharing the same space, physical and emotional [everyone is there 

for their love for Ceara], under this paradoxical sound and social reality? Do you feel or have 

you ever felt threatened by other fans or groups? 

 

ABMM: Our movement does not support any type of homophobic singing on the part of any 

crowd. On the page of the movement we always try to make fans aware of this, and we received 

a positive incentive for taking this action. A good part of the public agrees that this type of 

singing [homophobic chants] no longer makes sense, besides the fact that it was never supposed 

to have existed. There are also those who agree with the extinction of homophobic chants due to 

the fact that such chants can generate legal punishments for the club. In terms of being at the 

stadium, Vozão Pride has not yet been officially present in any game, we spent the last few 

months studying what would be the safest and most cost-effective sector for our audience, a 

place where we could cheer without taking any risks, such as; confusions, physical and verbal 

aggression between our own fans and the public present in the arena. We can say that among the 

administrators, all of us have already felt insecure and assaulted in some way by pre-existing 
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chants,55 swearing and physical violence present in the stadium. We have never been able to say 

anything out of fear; now that we are going to be present as an official thing, we hope to get and 

be respected by the other fans, and to have security ensured by the club and the police task-force 

that are present in the games. 

 

RB: You say that you hope that the Vozão Pride, as soon as it makes the official inauguration as 

a uniformed crowd in a sector of the bleachers, will gain the respect and support of the other 

sectors of both the fans and the club. Do you foresee, or expect, that the inclusion of VP’s own 

music to the sounds already present in Ceara’s games, containing in them the character of humor 

and LGBT content, will assist you in this acceptance/inclusion process? 

 

ABMM: At this first stage we are not an organized or uniformed fan association just yet. For 

now, we will start using VP [Vozão Pride] stickers on the jerseys as they are easier to remove in 

case something bad happens. 

 

We hope that in the future, throughout our mobilization, we will be able to gather a good number 

of fans to pull a high corner in our bleachers. When the time comes, I really hope that the fans of 

Ceará will embrace our songs, whether they are parodies or just screams of support, we hope it 

will be a fun experience for everyone, but we also know it will take some time for that to become 

a reality.  

 
55 I am guessing here that the chant I brought up in the question is “Peia no Leao Gay.” 
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APPENDIX 2 

Anthology of Audio and Video Examples 

 

For easy access to the Anthology, please visit this dedicated playlist on my Youtube channel at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpCa3DI3Dw93GwRyxN4EcUwJWUJgIDa47 

 

Track 1: “Meu Palmeiras” 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/zfapdnJsGXY 

Track 2:  “Palmeiras x CSA” from 2019, “Eu sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor!” 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/CQtXMRsr7UQ 

Track 3: Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras Anthem 

Orquestra e Côro Cid. 1977. Hinos dos campeões.Track 11 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/bL5FwaO71Po 

Track 4: Eu Sou Palmeiras Sim Senhor!/Yes Sir! I am Palmeiras 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/u4tn_e5WtkM 

Track 5: Mancha é Guerreira/Mancha is brave 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/o3rJ1rnQgHc 

Track 6: Mancha Verde! Palmeiras! 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/K4QN-J83TMQ 

Track 7: Só Quero (Em 93)/All I want (In 93) 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/o0PnpP7jG4A 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpCa3DI3Dw93GwRyxN4EcUwJWUJgIDa47
https://youtu.be/zfapdnJsGXY
https://youtu.be/CQtXMRsr7UQ
https://youtu.be/bL5FwaO71Po
https://youtu.be/u4tn_e5WtkM
https://youtu.be/o3rJ1rnQgHc
https://youtu.be/K4QN-J83TMQ
https://youtu.be/o0PnpP7jG4A
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Track 8: E a Gambazada Viverá a Chorar/And the Gambazada will forever weep 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/GY6KCAYpu7g 

Track 9: Tihuana “Tropa de Elite” / Elite Squad 

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/cTbaXRqWrjk 

Track 10: Cearamor  “Alvi-Negro Eu Sou”  

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/llxJwjx46kQ 

Track 11: Hino do Ceará Sporting Club - Band: Selvagens a Procura de Lei 

Youtube Link: https://youtu.be/Ghyq06dr5h0 

Track 12: Peia no Leão Gay/Tie with Robes this Gay Lion’s legs 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/wWg440gtXZw

Track 13: Bonde Feminino – Especial/ The Girl’s Train – Special 

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/AbiLxCPYSiU 

Track 14: Douglas R. Gomes “Meu Palmeiras”  

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/WyWXqSUeUS0

 

  

https://youtu.be/GY6KCAYpu7g
https://youtu.be/cTbaXRqWrjk
https://youtu.be/llxJwjx46kQ
https://youtu.be/Ghyq06dr5h0
https://youtu.be/wWg440gtXZw
https://youtu.be/AbiLxCPYSiU
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APPENDIX 3 

Chants from Mancha Verde (Transcriptions) 

SCORE #1 
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SCORE #2 
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SCORE #3 
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SCORE #4 
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Glossary 

 

Allianz Parque: Is the stadium and home of Palmeiras. It is located in the far western part of 

São Paulo city, a region with deep Italian roots and influences. The stadium was opened in 2015 

and built in conjunction with the German company Allianz and the Brazilian constructing 

company WTORRES. 

Bateria: The drumming section of a samba school. Since many of the musicians that play in 

stadiums derive from these schools, and the integration used remains fairly the same, bateria is 

also used to describe the instrumental section in a stadium. 

Batida or batuque:  Brazilian Portuguese used to describe drumming or a specific rhythm. 

Chants: Songs composed by supporters of a particular team that is sung especially during 

matches. They compose a large part of the sounds that exist in a stadium during a game. 

Although the lyrics are usually original, the melodic and rhythm content of chants are usually 

derived from vernacular music or even from the chants of other clubs from the same country or 

abroad.  

Copa Libertadores da America: International football tournament in Latin America that started 

in 1960. The champion of this competition plays the champion of the UEFA Champions League 

at the end of that calendar year. 

Escola de Samba Mancha Verde: One of the largest samba schools in the city of São Paulo, 

which also happens to be the largest Organized Fan Association linked to Sociedade Esportiva 

Palmeiras. In this paper, it may be referred to as Mancha Verde, Mancha, or MV. 

Football: In this  essay, for philosophical reasons, I have used the British English terminology 

“football,” instead of the American English word “soccer.”  

Follower, Fan, Supporter: In this paper, for aesthetic reasons and text fluidity, I use all three 

terms, that in this text, signify the same actor or agent.  

Gambá: It means “possum/opossum.” The term was first used by Palmeiras followers to 

describe and mock the players and followers from Corinthians. The term is not accepted by 

Corinthians. It can also be referred to as Gambazada, a pack of ‘possums.  

Organized Follower’s/Fans/Supporter’s Association: Term, coming from the Portuguese 

“Torcida Organizada,” is largely used in the paper to describe a group of fans usually referred to 
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as fanatics in the South American football scene. A common comparison would be to the 

Hooligans of Europe. Within these groups are all sorts of political and philosophical fronts, some 

being more radical and violent than others. These groups are most responsible for bringing music 

to the stadiums and also the composition of chants and unofficial anthems. In the paper, the 

terms Uniformed Fan/Follower, Militant Fan or Ultra Group are also used, and they refer to the 

same individuals.  

Porco: It means “pork” or “pig.” The term was first used by rival followers from Corinthians to 

describe and mock the players and followers from Palmeiras. With time it became used by both 

rivals and followers of Palmeiras, being present in many of the chants, and even becoming an 

official mascot of the team. It can also be referred to as Porcada, a drift of pigs.  

Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras: Football club established in 1914 by Italian immigrants in São 

Paulo, Brazil. In this paper, the club can be also referred to as Palmeiras, Verdão, or SEP. 

Sport Club Corinthians Paulista: Football club established in 1910 by Italian immigrants in 

São Paulo, Brazil. In this paper, the club can be also referred to as Corinthians, or SCCP. 

Vozão: It means “big grandfather.” It is a term used by the followers of Ceara Futebol Club to 

refer to the club. It is also the team’s mascot.  
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